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ABSTRACT 

The East Side Access Queens bored tunnels project involved the construction of four 

near surface, closely spaced metro transit tunnels beneath the Sunnyside rail yards and 

mainline railroad tracks.  The project used two slurry shield tunnel boring machines (TBMs) to 

excavate the four tunnels, with typical ground surface deformation from the combined influence 

of the four tunnels less than 5 mm.  The small ground deformations provided a unique 

opportunity to examine the relationship between excavated volume and observed ground 

deformation.  This thesis presents an in depth analysis of the behavior and limitations of slurry 

circuit instrumentation, specifically to better understand the estimation of excavated volume. In 

this study, the volume of soil excavated is estimated along four tunnel alignments and two slurry 

TBMs using flow and mass based methods. Comprehensive uncertainty analysis is performed 

taking into consideration the precision and accuracy uncertainty of all slurry circuit sensors 

combined with error propagation that stems from the combination of measurements into the 

estimation equations. Excavated volume estimates were found to be highly variable and not 

representative of volume loss implied by the observed ground deformation. The uncertainty and 

error in the slurry circuit instrumentation was found to be the largest contributor to the variance 

observed in the excavated volume calculation.  The analysis of bypass mode was found to be 

critical in determining and verifying the accuracy of the slurry circuit instrumentation.  Flow 

based inaccuracies between a set of flow meters on a given TBM could varying by percent 

differences by up to 1.3% of a single flow reading  Density inaccuracies were found to vary 

along the tunnel alignment for three out of the four tunnels, with inaccuracy for a single TBM 

ranging by up to 5% over an single alignment. 
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Chapter 1  

East Side Access: Queens Bored Tunnels Overview 

The following chapter will provide an introduction to the Queens bored tunneling project, 

and will discuss the tunnel orientation, schedule, geology, and surface ground deformation.  

Additionally, volume loss for the project will be calculated. 

1.1 Introduction 

Ground deformation is critical in pressurized face tunneling.  The estimation of ground 

deformation is based upon the volume loss that occurs due to tunneling.  Owners desire, and 

often require, volume loss to be measured to provide prediction of ground deformation and as a 

means of quality control.  In theory, volume loss can be estimated by measuring the volume of 

excavated material.  Slurry shield TBMs have a complicated process of muck removal and it is 

poorly understood if excavated volume can be measured with the required accuracy needed to 

calculate volume loss (0.2-0.5% of excavated volume). 

This thesis presents an in depth analysis of slurry flow and density measurements from 

TBM data collected during the East Side Access: Queens bored tunnels project.  The Queens 

bored tunnels consisted of four closely spaced 6.6m tunnels excavated using two identical slurry 

shield tunnel boring machines (TBMs).The slurry flow and density measurements will be used to 

calculate excavated volume using mass and flow based techniques.   

This thesis aims to address the following research objectives: 

 Determine if excavated volume can be quantified with the required accuracy (industry 

standard for allowable volume loss is 0.2 - 0.5% of excavated volume)  

 Identify and quantify the limitations of accurately calculating excavated volume. 

 

1.2 Tunnel Orientation and Progression 

The Queens bored tunnels consisted of a series of four closely spaced 6.6m soft ground 

tunnels excavated underneath the Sunnyside rail yard in Queens, New York.  The location of 

the Sunnyside rail yard is shown in Figure 1-1.  

The orientation, location and excavated length of each tunnel is shown in Figure 1-2.  

The tunnels excavated a combined length of 3,251 m using two mechanically identical slurry 
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shield TBMs.  The TBMs will be referred to in this thesis as TBM1 and TBM2, with TBM1 

excavating tunnels YL and BC, and TBM2 excavating tunnels A and D.   

 

Figure 1-1: Location of the Sunnyside rail yard 

Throughout this thesis, each tunnel will be represented on select figures by a colored 

circle, with the border of each circle being either a solid (TBM1) or dashed (TBM2) line.  The 

color of each circle will identify the tunnel, as well the text inside each circle.  For example, on 

Figure 1-2 tunnel A is represented in the launch wall configuration box as a magenta circle with 

a dashed edge, indicating that it was excavated using TBM2.   

Tunnels A, BC, and D were excavated at approximately the same elevation, while tunnel 

YL was excavated at elevations 10-13m deeper.  Tunnel YL was the first tunnel to launch and 

was the longest tunnel, with a total length of 1,317 m, nearly twice as long as the next longest 

tunnels (BC and D).   

Figure 1-3 shows the excavation progression for the Queens bored tunnels.  The total 

excavation time for all tunnels took 14.5 months.  Tunnels YL and A had the longest average 

excavation time (number of rings / total time of excavation), a result of numerous cutterhead 

innervations and unexpected delays.  Further information regarding the schedule and 
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production summary, including detailed explanations of delays can be found in (Robinson & 

Wehrli, 2013). 

TBM1 and TBM2 were recovered at the end of tunnels YL and A and returned to the 

launch box to excavate tunnels BC and D.  After the completion of tunnels BC and D the both 

TBMs were dead-ended, i.e. they were not recovered. 

 

Figure 1-2: Tunnel orientation and launch configuration (a portion of the image courtesy MTA) 

 

Figure 1-3: Tunnel progression for each tunnel.  Tick marks are evenly spaced every 25 
advance rings.  The TBM excavation sequence is shown in the bottom right corner. 
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1.3 Geology 

The following descriptions of geologic conditions was heavily based on and selectively 

presented verbatim from the descriptions reported in (Robinson & Wehrli, 2013).  It was 

considered that no level of interpretation of the geologic conditions found in Geotechnical 

Interpretive Report (GIR) and available case studies could match the quality and reliability of the 

on-site experience provided by the authors in (Robinson & Wehrli, 2013). 

The tunnels were driven through glacial deposits that were divided into three groups, 

mixed glacial deposits, glacial till, and outwash/reworked till deposits.  The layers were highly 

variable, with fines content of 5 to 30% and classifications according to the Unified Soils 

Classification System (UCSC) ranging from well-graded gravel and sand (GW, SW), to silty 

sands (SM), and to both low and high plasticity clays (ML, CL, CH).  At the tunnel horizon, the 

glacial deposits were generally dense with Standard Penetration (SPT) blow counts mostly over 

fifty.  A layer of fill material overlayed the glacial deposits, which consisted of very loose to very 

dense sands with silts, clays, gravels and miscellaneous debris.  The fill materials were thought 

to be encountered only twice in the tunnel horizon, both occurring in tunnel A. 

The first 110m of tunnel YL was excavated in a full face of bedrock comprised of strong to 

very strong gneiss and schistose gneiss, with an unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of up 

to 186 MPa.  The rock ranged from slightly weathered to un-weathered, with Rock Quality 

Designation (RQD) values varying from 17-100%.  Following the first 110m of bedrock, tunnel 

YL excavated approximately 25m of mix faced conditions before transitioning into glacial till. 

Tunnel D experienced approximately 24m of mixed face conditions at the start of 

excavation, whiles tunnels A and BC encountered only small amounts of rock in the invert 

during the first 6m of excavation.  Boulders and cobble clusters were typically found just above 

bedrock. The ground water table was found to be typically located 1.5 to 3m below the surface 

of the Sunnyside Rail Yard, and 8 to 9m below the surface of the mainline track embankment.   

Geological cross sections for each tunnel are shown in shown in Figure 1-5 -Figure 1-9, 

with the legend use to identify the geologic units shown in Figure 1-4.  Each cross section was 

made during the geotechnical investigation (prior to any excavations) and shows the originally 

planned cross sections for each tunnel.  The two main discrepancies between the tunnel 

alignments shown in the geologic cross sections and the completed tunnels.  Tunnel A was 

originally planned to be 120m longer, but was shortened after conflicts arose with the planned 

reception pit.  Tunnel BC was originally planned to be 120m shorter, but was extended at the 
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request of the owner. Table lists the geologic units considered in the Queens bored project, and 

includes the unit thickness, ASTM classification, and description for each. 

 

Figure 1-4: Legend for geologic units shown in Figure 1-5 - Figure 1-9 

Table 1-1: Summary and descriptions of the geologic units under the Sunnyside rail yard.  
Modified from (Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2009). 

ID 
Number 

Strata 
Thickness 

[ft] 
Description 

USCS 
Classification 

1 Fill 3 - 30 

Brown, gray-brown to yellow-brown or 
reddish brown, very loose to very 

dense sands with silts/clays, gravel 
and miscellaneous debris 

SW, SM, 
SW-SM 

2 
Mixed 
Glacial 

Deposits 
0 - 40 

Brown to gray, loose to very dense 
coarse to fine micaceous sands with 

silts/clays and gravel. 
SM, SW-SM 

5 Glacial Till 5 - >80 

Heterogeneous mixture of brown, gray 
to reddish gray/brown, medium dense 
to very dense sands with silts/clays, 

gravel, and boulders. 

SM, SW-SM, 
SM/GW 

9 
Gardiners 

Clay 
0 - >30 Gray silts, clays and sands. ML, SM 

10 
Jameco 
Gravel 

2 - >30 
Gray to olive brown, very loose to 
dense fine micaceous sands and 

silts/clays with gravels and boulders. 
SM, ML 

11 Raritan Clay 20 - >25 
Gray, white, orange and red, stiff to 

hard clay 
CH, CL, ML 

6 
Decomposed 

Rock 
0 - 20 

Green to gray, very stiff silts and clays 
with sands and gravel. 

CL-ML 

7 Bedrock - 

Gray fine to coarse grained 
unweathered to moderately weathered, 

strong to very strong gneiss.  RQDs 
are generally greater than 60% 

- 

 

Glacial Till 

Gardiners Clay 

Fill 

Mixed Glacial  

Decomposed Rock 

Bedrock 

Jameco Gravel 

Raritan Clay 
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Figure 1-5: Tunnel YL, predicted geologic cross section (in ft) from geotechnical investigation along tunnel alignment.  Chainages 
shown range from 1176+00 to 1201+00 (358 + 44m – 366+06 m), (Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2009) 
 

 

Figure 1-6: Tunnel YL, predicted geologic cross section (in ft) from geotechnical investigation along tunnel alignment. Chainages 
shown range from 1201+00’ to 1225+00’ (366+06m to 373+38m), (Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2009) 
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Figure 1-7: Tunnel A, predicted geologic cross section (in ft) from geotechnical investigation along tunnel alignment. Chainages 
shown range from 1180+00 to 1204+00 (359+66m to 367+00m), (Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2009) 

 

 

Figure 1-8: Tunnel D, predicted geologic cross section (in ft) from geotechnical investigation along tunnel alignment. Chainages 
shown range from 1180+00 to 1205+00 (359+66m to 367+28m), (Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2009) 
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Figure 1-9: Tunnel BC, predicted geologic cross section (in ft) from geotechnical investigation along tunnel alignment. Chainages 
shown range from 1182+00 to 1200+00 (360+27m to 365+76m), (Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2009) 
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1.4 Measurement of Ground Deformation 

The layout of the ground deformation instrumentation for the Queens bred tunnels is 

shown in Figure 1-10.  The instrumentation array consisted of approximately 500 automated 

motorized total station (AMTS) prisms, 330 surface settlement monitoring points and 1,500 

monitoring points installed on rail tracks.  Ground and rail deflection data was primarily collected 

at the northwest end of the alignment by a manual survey, with a frequency of once per day or 

less (Mooney et al, 2014). 

 

Figure 1-10: Layout of ground deformation instrumentation 

The estimation of volume loss (VL) based on ground deformation across the entire site is 

beyond the scope of this thesis.  Robinson and Wehrli (2013) reported settlement values 

ranging between 3 to 8mm, with the mainline track settling 6mm.  The uncertainty/error in total 

station surveys typically ranges between 2-3 mm (Mooney, et al, 2014).  Uncertainty/error in 

manual survey stems from both instrumentation uncertainty and systematic or operator error.  

Conversations with personnel on the Queens bored tunnels project indicate that this error could 

be up to 6mm.  

A very important point to make is that the rail yard was active during tunneling 

operations, and therefore during ground deformation monitoring.  The 1,500 monitoring points 

on the rail tracks are suspected to have be influenced by both train activity and possibly the 

extension and contraction of the rail based on weather.  Additionally, several tracks were re-
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ballasted during the monitoring period, which affected a number of surface monitoring points.  

Figure 1-11 shows a typical example of deformation measured by an AMTS sensor.  The figure 

shows 50 days of measurements, with displacement readings regularly fluctuating between 5-10 

mm of deformation.  Note that Figure 1-11 has a baseline deformation reading of approximately 

7mm, with deviations from this value ±3 mm.  No change in the mean displacement value was 

observed immediately after TBM1 passed under the sensor, indicating no surficial ground 

displacement occurred. 

 
Figure 1-11: AMTS Sensor 516: tunnel BC crossing.  Vertical lines indicate when the cutterhead 
(CH) and tailshield (TS) pass underneath the sensor. Positive readings indicate settlement and 
negative readings indicate heaving. 

The Queens bored tunnels are considered by several key people involved on the project 

to be a near-zero deformation tunneling project.  This makes the data set unique, and provides 

an excellent opportunity to explore the relationship between excavated volume and volume loss.  

However, even though most of the deformation analysis performed by the Center of 

Underground Construction and Tunneling (UCT) at the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) 

showed deformation across the site to be negligible and within the uncertainty margins, the 

maximum reported value by Robinson and Wehrli (2013) of 8 mm will be used to estimate 

volume loss based on surface displacement. 

Classical analysis of tunneling-induced ground settlement in a greenfield environment 

suggests that the settlement profiles that develop at the ground surface are transversely 

Gaussian in shape and centered above a single tunnel.  The transverse settlement basin is 

characterized by a width parameter i that is a function of soil type and depth to tunnel center zo 
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(Mooney, et at, 2014).  The transverse settlement basin can be calculated using equation (1.1), 

where K is related to the soil type.  Typical values of K for sand range between 0.25-0.45 and 

typical values for clay range between 0.4- 0.6 (Mair & Taylor, 1997).  The volume of the 

transverse settlement basin can then be calculated using equation (1.2), where Smax is equal to 

the maximum deflection (8mm).  It is commonly assumed in tunneling practice, and will be 

assumed in this thesis, that VL is equal to Vs.  This is considered a conservative assumption in 

granular soils due to the dilation of soils from the tunnel crown to the surface.   

 

𝑖 = 𝐾 ∙ 𝑧𝑜           (1.1) 

𝑉𝑠 = √2𝜋 ∙ 𝑖 ∙ 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥          (1.2) 

The range of volume loss values was calculated assuming K = 0.45 (for sands), and zo 

ranging between 9.5 m (tunnels A, BC, and D), and 23 m for tunnel YL.  No superposition of 

settlement profiles was considered.  The resulting VL values ranged between 0.086 m3/m of 

tunnel to 0.21 m3/m of tunnel.  Volume loss is typically referenced as a percent of tunnel 

volume, and the range of volume loss would be 0.23% – 0.56% of the final lined tunnel volume.  

The calculated VL values likely overestimates the actual Vs across the site. 
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Chapter 2  

TBM Overview 

The Queens bored tunnels were excavated using two slurry shield TBMs.  Slurry shield 

TBMs are a type of soft ground TBM that apply pressurized face support through an engineered 

slurry that is typically comprised of water and bentonite clay.  The slurry acts to support the 

excavation face through the formation of a filter cake, which is essentially a very low 

permeability surface that is created to apply the support pressure.  Figure 2-1 shows an 

example of a typical slurry shield TBM with the pressures acting around the TBM shown.  As 

can be seen in the figure, the TBM is in principle supported radially with slurry from the 

excavation chamber (2).  The pressures produced by the TBM to support the excavation face 

are a combination of slurry (D) and cutterhead (C) pressures, which are applied against the pore 

pressures and lateral effective stresses. Cutterhead pressure reflects the summation of cutting 

tool forces divided by the cutterhead area.    

 

Figure 2-1: General diagram of a slurry shield TBM with forces (original image courtesy of 
Herrenknecht) 
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The slurry pressure is maintained at relatively constant values through the use of an air 

bubble (4), which is kept a constant, predetermined pressure based on the depth of the TBM 

and piezometric pressure.  Through the use of the air bubble, the only changes in slurry 

pressure at the face are the result of changes in bubble height. 

Slurry is continuously added and removed from the excavation chamber during 

excavation by slurry feed (7) and return (8) lines.  This ensures a continuous supply of “clean” 

(either fresh or recharged, i.e. muck removed) slurry for filter cake formation and prevents muck 

from accumulating in the excavation chamber.   

2.1 Queens Bored TBM Specifications 

Two new mechanically identical 6.87 m diameter Herrenknecht slurry shield TBMs were 

purchased by the joint venture contractor for the Queens bored tunnels (Robinson and Wehrli, 

2013).  Figure 2-2 shows the assembled TBMs prior to delivery.  Table 2-1 summarizes select 

TBM and concrete segment dimensions.  Herrenknecht slurry shield TBMs can have a front 

shield, a center shield, and a tail shield, the dimensions of which are included in Table 2-1.  The 

center and tail shield were welded together for the Queens Bored TBMs, creating a single rigid 

section of shield, which will be referred to as the rear shield, with a length of 6.4 m.  

 

Figure 2-2: Queens bored slurry shield TBMS.  The red TBM on the left (TBM 1) excavated 
tunnels YL and BC, and the blue TBM on the right (TBM 2) excavated tunnels A and D.  Picture 
courtesy of G.T.F. joint venture. 
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Table 2-1: Summary of TBM and concrete segment dimensions 

Description Value Unit 

TBM 
Cutterhead 

Diameter (Dexc)  6,865 mm 

Cutters  38 no. 

  Openings  8 no. 

TBM Shield Diameter (Dshield)  6,835 mm 

  Length  10,445 mm 

   Front shield 4,050 mm 

   Center shield 2,000 mm 

   Tail shield 4,400 mm 

  Weight  454 tons 

  Thrust Jacks Quantity 16 pair 

   Groups 6 no. 

   Stroke 2,200 mm 

  Articulation Jacks Type Active - 

   Quantity 12 no. 

   Groups 3 no. 

   Stroke 250 mm 

Trailing Gear Total Length  110 mm 

Tunnel Liner Width  1,524 mm 

  Thickness  304.8 mm 

  OD of Ring (Dlined)  6,553.20 mm 

 

Each TBM was advanced forward using six groups of thrust jacks.  The location and 

groupings of the thrust jacks (TJi) and articulations jacks (AJi) are show in Figure 2-3.  A pair of 

thrust jacks is considered as two thrust jacks connected to a single jack shoe. Thrust jack 

groups ranged in size from 4-6 pairs.  All thrust jacks in a group were hydraulically connected 

and were extended and retracted simultaneously, and were under the same hydraulic pressure. 
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Figure 2-3: Thrust and articulation jack groupings as located at the joint between the front and 
rear shields. 

Articulation jacks were located on the back side of the front shield.  The articulation jacks 

were used to orient the front shield independently from the rear shield.  Articulations jacks are 

mainly used to increase the maneuverability of a TBM around curves.  The articulation jacks on 

TBM1 and TBM2 provided active articulation that allowed for the hydraulic extension and 

retraction of each of the three articulation jack groups.  A common misconception is that 

articulation jacks steer the TBM.  Steering is predominately achieved by differentially extending 

the thrust jack groups so as to maneuver the TBM in the desired direction, with the articulation 

jacks only assisting when determined necessary by the TBM operator. 

2.1.1 Tunnel Utilities 

Excavation operations required direct connection between the TBM and surface to 

provide a constant supply of utilities.  Typical sections of pipe were approximately 6.1 m in 

length, with the diameter dependent on the utility it was to transport.  Figure 2-4 shows a typical 

cross section of tunnel during excavation, with the location and diameter of each utility included.  

Telescopic pipes on the TBM trailing gear allowed the TBM to mine a maximum of 8.2 m before 

a 6.1 m section of pipe required installation (Robinson & Wehrli, 2013).  The telescopic pipe 

allowed for individual sections of pipe to be replaced during ring build over the course of several 
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advances.  The TBMs had storage capacity for some of the utilities such as grout and water and 

likely had an air compressor for use during time when the service air was being extended.  As 

the TBMs excavated each tunnel, the crews on each TBM were likely to get into a fixed routine 

of knowing which pipe to extend at a given advance.  As will be demonstrated later in this 

Thesis, this behavior was observed and resulted in predictable periods of erratic slurry feed and 

return line measurements. 

 

Figure 2-4: Typical cross section of a completed section of tunnel showing the location and 
sizes of utility piping.   

2.2 Slurry System 

The circulation of feed slurry (bentonite + water) and return slurry (bentonite + water 

+muck) was critical to the mining process.  Feed slurry was generated in a batch plant located 

on the surface and was piped to the TBMs.  Each TBM had a separate slurry batch plant to 

ensure continuous supply.  After the initial batch of slurry, the feed slurry consisted of a mixture 

of fresh and recycled slurry.  An analysis of the processes involved in treating return slurry is 

beyond the scope of this document.  
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The flow of slurry to and from the working chamber was controlled by the TBM operator.  

This document will consider two modes of slurry circuit operation, advance and bypass, which 

are described as follows: 

Advance mode: Slurry flow to and from the working chamber.  This is the only mode that 

allowed material removal from the working chamber. This mode was used during excavation of 

each ring and occasionally during stand still to remove muck from the working chamber. 

Bypass mode: Feed slurry is routed through a bypass pipe into the return pipe before and 

bypasses the working chamber. This mode is used primarily during TBM stand still and ring 

build when segments were being erected. 

 Slurry feed and return flow rates and densities were measured throughout tunneling.  

These measurements will be identified as shown follows: 

 𝑄𝑓: Flow rate of the slurry feed line (m3/hr) 

 𝑄𝑟: Flow rate of the slurry return line (m3/hr) 

 𝜌𝑓: Density of the slurry feed line (t/m3) 

 𝜌𝑟: Density of the slurry return line (t/m3) 

Figure 2-5 shows the slurry circuit piping between Gantry 1 and the working chamber.  

This area (between gantry 1 and the working chamber) will be referred to as the heading in this 

thesis.  Feed slurry entered the working and excavation chamber through four separate 

openings, and return slurry was pumped out at a single location.  The bypass pipe is shown in 

purple on the figure, with the bypass flow path drawn beneath the pipe.  When bypass mode is 

active, slurry from the feed ling is transferred to the return line before reaching the working 

chamber, i.e. bypass mode means that no slurry is entering or exiting the working chamber. 

Figure 2-6 shows a typical advance (excavation + ring build) of slurry circuit behavior.  

The excavation took 63 minutes and occurred when the TBM was in advance mode.  During 

excavation, relatively constant Qf was observed.  A fluctuation in Qf and Qr was observed at the 

onset of bypass mode as the TBM operator transitioned from excavation to standstill.  Slurry 

flow stopped approximately 7 minutes into standstill while bypass mode was still active.  Bypass 

mode was active during the entire standstill and when the flow was reactivated prior to the next 

advance.  Advance mode was activated shortly before the TBM started the next advance. 
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Figure 2-5: Slurry circuit piping in the TBM heading.  Arrows indicate the direction of flow slurry during advance and bypass mode.  Sections of green 
pipe are visual overlaps of the slurry circuit 
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Figure 2-7 shows only the advance mode data from Figure 2-6.  During excavation Qf 

was mostly constant at 750 m3/hr, while Qr varied between 750- 900 m3/hr.  Qr was reduced 

during the 4 minute standstill at t= 30 min (see Figure 2-6) and bypass mode was not activated, 

indicating that slurry was still flowing through the working chamber.  This can be seen in the r 

values, which decreased during the standstill, but were still greater than ρf, indicating the 

removal of muck and slurry.  

 

Figure 2-6: Advance + bypass mode: tunnel D advance 200.  Slurry flow rate, slurry density and 
TBM advance rate in 10 second intervals. 
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Figure 2-7: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 200. Slurry flow rate and density in 10 second 
intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 

Figure 2-8 shows an example of an atypical advance.  During this advance, bypass 

mode was activated partway through the advance (t = 28 min).  Qf and Qr were briefly stopped 

(Qf = Qr = 0 m3/hr) before flow resumed at a rate of approximately 30% lower than during the 

previous advance mode.  Qf and Qr were only increased when advance mode was reactivated.   

Additionally, ρr was observed to decrease to a value near ρf over approximately 2-3 

minutes during this time, which was uncharacteristically long when compared to other 

advances. The long equilibration time was determined to be a result of the stopping and 

restarting of slurry flow.  Density values were being recorded when there was no slurry flow, 

with ρr measuring the stationary return slurry (muck + slurry).  After slurry flow was resumed, it 

was calculated that it would take at least 60 seconds (Qf = 290 m3/hr, distance between gauges 

during bypass = 57.1 m) for slurry to travel between the density gauges.  The density gauges 

determine the density using a rolling average (lag time), which also increased the equilibration 

time.   After excavation was complete, marked by the start of the second bypass period on 
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Figure 2-8 (t = 60 min), a clean out period was observed during the initial 7 minutes, which was 

common in most advances. 

Figure 2-9 shows the advance mode of the advance ring shown in Figure 2-8.  During 

excavation, Qf was mostly constant at 790 m3/hr while Qr varied between 800- 900 m3/hr. A 

gradual increase in r was observed over the first 15 minutes of excavation as the excavation 

chamber slurry began to fill with muck. A sudden increase in r was observed in the first 60 

seconds of excavation following the bypass mode (t=32 min).  The sudden increase is attributed 

to the removal of muck that was stored in the excavation chamber during bypass.  Erratic 

behavior was observed in the Qr measurements during the first 60 seconds after bypass mode (t 

= 35 min).  This behavior was attributed to one of two possible phenomena: 

1. The sudden increase in flow resulted in erroneous measurements from the flow meter. 

2. The slurry pumps (or the TBM operator) took time to increase the flow to a constant rate. 

The flow and density measurements will be analyzed in depth later in this thesis.  The 

previous two examples demonstrate behavior similar to that observed in approximately 95% of 

the 2,134 advances of the Queens bored tunnels, indicating that similar procedures and 

protocols were followed during excavation, regardless of what TBM was used, or who was 

operating the TBM.   

An important and commonly encountered point is the role that the TBM operator on the 

TBM data.  Operators are considered one of the most significant influences on the slurry circuit 

of a TBM.  Operators control the feed and remove of slurry to and from the working chamber 

and are responsible for maintaining sufficient face pressure so as to prevent face instability.  

There were 6 operators working on the Queens bored tunnels on a given day.  This number 

comes from 3, 8 hour shifts for each of the two TBMs.  It is unknown if there was a change in 

operators during the project.  The operators would have controlled the slurry circuit of the TBM 

as specified by the project engineers, but could have utilized different means of to achieve the 

same control.  No significant operator related differences observed in the slurry circuit data.  

Differences were looked for in intervals of 8 hours.  It was unknown when shift change was, but 

2-3 distinct 8 hour periods in a given day would have been recognized.  The operators seemed 

to operate the TBMs in a similar manner, and the influence of the operator will not be 

considered in any of the volume excavated calculations. 
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Figure 2-8: Advance + bypass mode: tunnel BC advance 250. Slurry flow rate, slurry density 
and TBM advance rate in 10 second intervals. 
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Figure 2-9: Advance mode: tunnel BC advance 250. Slurry flow rate and density in 10 second 
intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 
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2.3 Grout System 

A two component grout was used to backfill the annulus outside the lining segments.  

Component A was a stabilized cementitious and non-sanded grout, and component B was an 

accelerator.  The grout was pumped through the tail shield to the annulus simultaneously with 

the advancement of the TBM.  

A simplified schematic of the tail shield grouting system is shown in Figure 2-10.  Grout 

components A and B were pumped to the TBM and stored separately.  Both components were 

automatically transferred from the batch plant to the holding tanks when the tank levels dropped 

below a minimum level.  The storage tanks on the TBM stored enough grout for approximately 2 

advances, which allowed for mining to continue if grout transfer was interrupted, which 

happened regularly (every 4 advances) when the grout utilities were being extended. 

Grout was injected into the annulus at two locations on the tailshield, which are 

designated as systems 1 and 2 in Figure 2-10.  Each grout system had 2 grout ports.  Only one 

grout port on each system was active at a given time, with the other port a backup for use in 

case of blockage.  

 Each grout system required 2 squeeze pumps to transport components A and B from 

the storage tanks in the trailing gear to the tailshield.  The two components were combined in a 

mixing block approximately 3.5 meters from the back of the tailshield, before being injected into 

the tailshield.  When grouting was completed, each system was immediately flushed with high 

pressure water to remove the accelerated grout before it could gel in the grout systems. 

Figure 2-11 shows the general set-up of a typical tailshield grouting system.  Grout was 

injected at pressure into the annulus and was kept from entering the shield through a series of 

tailshield brushes.  The brushes were continuously packed with a high viscosity tailshield 

grease, forming a tight seal between the outside of the segmental lining and the inside of the 

tailshield.  It is not entirely clear if/when grout interacts with the bentonite slurry.   

Steel fins may be installed around the outside of the tailshield to act as a barrier between 

the grout and bentonite slurry, but these fins can be weathered and/or torn off during mining.  It 

was assumed by the contractor that the grout and bentonite were in contact, and the grout 

pressure was designed to be greater than the air bubble pressure to prevent slurry from 

entering the rear shield.   
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Figure 2-10: Simplified schematic of the TBM grout system.  Hydraulic connections not shown. 
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Figure 2-11: Tailshield grouting system illustrating the relationship between the annular grout, 

slurry suspension, and the tailshield brushes. 

Target grout pressures during the Queens bored tunnels were set at 2 bar (200 kPa) 

above the working chamber pressure for all elevations when the tunnel was deeper than one 

diameter.  When the tunnel was less than one diameter deep, grout pressures were lowered to 

1.5 bar (150 kPa) above the working chamber pressure. 

The grouting process was semi-automated.  The grouter had full control over grout flow 

rates and was guided by theoretical flow rates based on advance length.  The system was also 

programed to automatically flush the grout ports with high pressure water whenever grout flow 

was turned off.  Grouting was considered completed when the following two criteria were met: 

1. The volume of grout was >90% of the theoretical annulus volume  

2. The required grout pressure was achieved at the end of the advance 

The required pressure was the primary factor considered when determining when 

grouting was complete and the grouted volume was not always equal to the theoretical annulus 

volume. 

2.3.1 Grout Volume 

The grout parameters presented in equation (2.1) were used to calculate the grouted 

volume for each advance. 

𝑄𝐺1𝐴 (l/min)          (2.1) 

𝑄𝐺1𝐵  (l/min) 

𝑄𝐺2𝐴  (l/min) 
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𝑄𝐺2𝐵  (l/min) 

The subscripts on each variable indicate the system (1 or 2) and the grout component (A 

or B), i.e. 𝑄𝐺1𝐴 is the grout flow rate for component A of system 1. 

The incremental volume of grout injected was calculated from the measured grout flow 

rates using equation (2.2) where t is the increment of time. t = 10 s was be used. 

∆𝑉𝐺1𝐴 = 𝑄𝐺1𝐴 ∗ ∆𝑡            (2.2) 

∆𝑉𝐺1𝐵 = 𝑄
𝐺
1𝐵 ∗ ∆𝑡 

∆𝑉𝐺2𝐴 = 𝑄
𝐺
2𝐴 ∗ ∆𝑡 

∆𝑉𝐺2𝐵 = 𝑄𝐺2𝐵 ∗ ∆𝑡 

The cumulative volume of grout installed was the summation of all ∆𝑉𝐺(equation 2.3) 

and was calculated per advance. 

𝑉𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑∆𝑉𝐺1𝐴 +∆𝑉
𝐺
1𝐵 + ∆𝑉

𝐺
2𝐴 + ∆𝑉

𝐺
2𝐵  (m3)     (2.3) 

The theoretical volume of grout needed to completely fill the annulus was calculated by 

finding the difference between the excavated and lined areas and multiplying the difference by 

the length of the advance (Ladv) (equation 2.4). 

𝑉𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 = 𝜋 (
𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑐

2−𝐷𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑
2

4
)𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 (m3)       (2.4) 

where Dexc is the excavated diameter, Dlined is the outside diameter of the segmental liner,  

Figure 2-12 shows an example of typical grouting behavior.  Grouting systems 1 and 2 

injected the same volume throughout the entire advance.  The volume of grout injected was 

approximately equal to 𝑉𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 throughout the advance.   

Figure 2-13 shows one example of atypical grouting behavior.  Both grout systems were 

injecting equal volumes of grout for the first 1m of the advance, but then system one stopped 

grouting for approximately 2 minutes at t = 25 minutes.  After the stop, grouting on system one 

continued at the same rate as before the stop.  It is unknown why this stop occurred, but it was 
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unrelated to grout pressures (to be discussed in the next section).  Similar behavior was 

observed in approximately 1-3% of all advance.   

Figure 2-14 shows another, more common, example of atypical grouting behavior.  In 

this example, system one injected 25% more grout than system two.  The grout flow rates for 

system two were consistently lower than those from system one for the entire advance. The 

total amount of grout injected was 4% less than 𝑉𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟. 

 

Figure 2-12: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 212.  Grout flow rate and volume in 10 second 
intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 
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Figure 2-13: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 164. Grout flow rate and volume in 10 second 
intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 
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Figure 2-14: Advance mode: tunnel BC advance 160. Grout flow rate and volume in 10 second 
intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 

2.3.2 Grout Pressure 

The grout pressure parameters presented in equation (2.5) were used to estimate the 

grouting pressures for each advance. 

𝑃𝐺1𝐴 (kPa)          (2.5) 
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𝑃𝐺1𝐵 (kPa) 

𝑃𝐺2𝐴 (kPa) 

𝑃𝐺2𝐵 (kPa) 

The subscript naming convention is similar to that of the grout flow rate, where 𝑃𝐺1𝐴 is 

the grout pressure for component A of system 1.  The A component accounted for 90-93% 

of the total grout volume, and was used considered grouted pressure.    

 The average grout pressure for a specific interval was calculated by averaging the A 

component grout pressures from each system (equation 2.6).   

𝑃𝐺𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
𝑃𝐺1𝐴+𝑃

𝐺
2𝐴

2
         (2.6) 

Two typical grouting cases for tunnel D are shown in Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16.  

Figure 2-15 shows a tight range of grout flow rates ranging between 0.055 and 0.065 m3/minute, 

with a single 2 minute stop 25 minutes into the advance.  The grout pressure increased 

gradually during the advance, and exhibited similar behavior after the 2 minute stop.  Figure 

2-16 shows a full advance with no stops, but with a reduction in flow after the first 20 minutes.  

During the period of reduced flow there was a 75 kPa drop in grout pressure.   

The increases and decreases in pressure can be explained by taking a closer look at the 

grouting process.  There was a maximum allowed grout pressure (300 kPa in the case of Figure 

2-15 and Figure 2-16) that the semi- automated grouting system was not allowed to go over.  If 

the maximum allowed pressure was measured for more than a set number of pump squeezes, 

the grout system would automatically stop pumping and immediately flush the system with high 

pressure water.  The grouter would not be able to start grouting again until the flushing was 

complete.  There was also a fixed allowable deviation from the theoretical grout volume and the 

actual grout volume pumped.  This value is typically around 10% 𝑉𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟.  If this limit was 

exceeded, an emergency stop was triggered that would shut down the TBM. Emergency stops 

resulted in several minutes of delays as the operator would be required to restart the mining 

process.  It would be the grouter’s responsibility to avoid this situation. 

A closer look at the distance plots in Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16 reveals that grouting 

was not started at the same time as the TBM began advancing.  It is common practice to let the 

TBM advance up to 20-40 mm before starting to grout.  This allows for a void to form behind the 
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TBM for the grout to flow, which would result in reduced grout pressures.  The flow rate was 

also typically set to a rate at or slightly less than the theoretical flow rate so the annulus was 

never completely full of grout until the end of the advance.  The gradual increase in pressure is 

the actual grout volume approaching 𝑉𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟.   At a distance of approximately 0.43 m in Figure 

2-15 the grout flow rate was decreased, which was likely due to the target pressure (240 kPa) 

being reached before the end of the advance.  A similar situation happened at a distance of 

0.46m in Figure 2-16, where target grout pressures were reached before the end of the 

advance. 

Figure 2-17 shows atypical grouting behavior.  Grout systems 1 and 2 were pumping 

grout at different rates during the entire advance, and there was a highly variable pressure 

difference.  The deviation is likely caused by the TBMs orientation within the excavated ground.  

As TBMs excavate through a curve, one side tends to be closer to the soil wall than the other.  If 

this was the case, then the left side of the TBM (system 2) was closer to the soil wall.  When this 

happens, the grout from system 2 is pumped into a tighter space than normal, resulting in higher 

pressures.  In turn, system 1 is pumping grout into a much larger space, which would explain 

why the pressures were much lower even with a higher flow rate.  

In terms of volume loss, a single maximum value of grout pressure for each advance 

was of interest.  The maximum grout pressure for each advance was found by ordering all of the 

10 second interval 𝑃𝐺𝑎𝑣𝑔 values for each advance from highest to lowest, and choosing the 10th 

highest value.  Squeeze pumps provide variable pressures while cycling, and inconsistently high 

values are often observed for <10 data points per advance.   

Figure 2-18 shows the maximum calculated grout pressure for tunnel D advances 164 

and 212, and tunnel BC advance 160.  Choosing the 10th highest average grout pressure value 

proved to be representative of the maximum grout pressure for each advance.  In general, the 

maximum grout pressure was achieved at the end of an advance. This value was assumed to 

act over the entire grouted length of the advance. 

Grout pressures at key elevations around the tunnel, including the crown, springline, and 

invert were calculated using equations 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 respectively.  The grout density, G, was 

multiplied by the vertical distance from the grout port and was either added (for elevations lower 

than the grout port) or subtracted (for elevations higher than the grout port) from PG
avg.  The 

maximum grout pressures at each location can also be calculated using equations 2.7-2.9 by 
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replacing PG
avg with PG

max.  An average value for G was assumed to be 1.6 t/m3, based on the 

recommendation of a project field engineer. 

𝑃𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 𝑃𝐺𝑎𝑣𝑔 − 1.06𝑚 ∗ 𝜌𝐺         (2.7) 

𝑃𝐺𝑠𝑙 = 𝑃
𝐺
𝑎𝑣𝑔 + 2.38𝑚 ∗ 𝜌𝐺         (2.8) 

𝑃𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑣 = 𝑃
𝐺
𝑎𝑣𝑔 + 5.78𝑚 ∗ 𝜌𝐺         (2.9) 

 The pressure at the crown was found to be 16.6 kPa less than the measured pressure 

and the pressures at the scanline and invert were found to be 37.5 kPa and 90.7 kPa greater than 

the measured pressure, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2-15: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 164. Grout flow rate and pressure in 10 second 
intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 
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Figure 2-16: Advance mode: Tunnel D advance 212.  Grout flow rate and pressure in 10 second 
intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 
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Figure 2-17: Advance mode: Tunnel BC advance 160.  Grout flow rate and pressure in 10 
second intervals versus time (left) and distance (right). 
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Figure 2-18: Calculated maximum grout pressure shown in 10 second increments. 

  

D-164 

D-212 

BC-160 
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2.4 Measurement System 

Each TBM was equipped with two slurry density gauges and two slurry flow meters.  The 

locations of the sensors are shown in Figure 2-19; note that Figure 2-19 is a direct extension of 

Figure 2-5.  Identical models of measurement devices were installed at the same locations on 

each TBM.  Each TBM had one flow meter and one density gauge installed on both the slurry 

feed and return lines. 

 

Figure 2-19: Locations of slurry flow meters and slurry density gauges on the slurry circuit. 

The lengths of slurry circuit piping between the sensors and the working chamber were 

measured and are presented in Table 2-2.  This table can be used to find the length of piping 

between any combination of sensors and the working chamber for both the advance and bypass 

modes of operation.  The only cells that are divided diagonally are those where the length of 

piping between sensors is dependent on the mode of operation (advance or bypass).   
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Table 2-2: Slurry circuit pipe length (m) between the working chamber, flow meters and density 
meters during both advance and bypass mode of operation. 

 

2.4.1 Flow Measurement System 

Slurry flow was measured using the Proline Promag 55 electromagnetic flow measuring 

system.  Each flow meter was calibrated at 10 separate flow rates, with the output flow rate 

being a linear interpolation between calibrated flow rates.  The flow meters were installed on 

horizontally orientated pipe, as shown in Figure 2-20, with a section of pipe being replaced by 

the flow meter.   

 

Figure 2-20: Installation of the Promag 55 flow measurement system (courtesy Endress + 
Hauser) 

Bypass 

mode 

Advance 

mode 
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The remainder of this section will focus on slurry flow rate behavior during bypass mode.  

The analysis of bypass mode allowed for a direct comparison between the slurry flow meters. 

Figure 2-21-Figure 2-24 show bypass mode data from one excavation cycle from each 

of the four tunnels. The advance rings are representative of typical slurry flow behavior 

observed in each tunnel.  The top plot in each figure shows Qf and Qr values recorded every 10 

seconds, and the bottom plot shows the difference (Qr-Qf) between the flow rates.  The following 

behavior was observed to be similar in each of the four plots: 

 The maximum observed differences (Qr-Qf) occurred at the start and end of bypass 

mode, with differences of magnitudes up to 70 m3/hr. The largest deviations occurred at 

the start of bypass. 

 Flow rates typically equilibrated within the first 60 seconds at the start of bypass. 

Similar behavior was also observed for each of the two TBMs.  TBM1 (Tunnels YL and 

BC) had differences in flow consistently ranging between -5 to 5 m3/hr.  TBM2 (Tunnels A and 

D) had differences that were consistently between 0 to 30 m3/hr, and had greater variability in 

measurements than TBM1.  The differences between flow rates for each tunnel will be 

quantified in Chapter 4, and will filter out the first and last 60 seconds of Qf and Qr during the 

start and stop of each bypass mode period. 

Figure 2-25 - Figure 2-28  show the average Qf and Qr values calculated during bypass 

mode for each ring of each tunnel and the average difference in bypass mode flow rates.  The 

average difference in flow rates was found by calculating (Qr - Qf) for every 10 second interval 

during bypass mode and averaging all of the calculated differences. 

  Average Qf and Qr values range between 500-1000 m3/hr for each tunnel.  No fixed flow 

rate during bypass mode was observed and it is unknown how the bypass flow rate values were 

prescribed.  The high variability in flow rates between rings was confirmed through inspection of 

individual rings. 

Average differences in flow rates were mostly consistent along the length of each tunnel.  

The highest variability was observed in Tunnel YL (Figure 2-25) with difference values ranging 

between -40 – 75 m3/hr.  However, even with such high variability, >90% of the values were 

within +/- 10 m3/hr of 0 m3/hr.  Similar differences between TBMs was again observed.  TBM1 

(YL and BC) had differences ranging between -10 m3/hr to 10 m3/hr.  TBM2 had differences 

ranging between 5 m3/hr to 15 m3/hr.  The consistency among the differences in flow rates, 
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regardless of the high variability in the magnitude of flow rates, suggests that magnitude of flow 

rate does not play a significant role in instrumentation accuracy for a given TBM, but does result 

in a significant offset between TBM1 and TBM2, which will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Figure 2-29 shows average bypass Qf values plotted against bypass Qr for each tunnel.  

A linear regression was used to determine the relationship between the flow rates. A clear 

relationship between TBMs was observed with TBM1 having a Qf vs. Qr correlation between 

0.99-1.0, and TBM2 having a Qf vs. Qr correlation of 1.01.  The high degree of correlation 

indicates that the measured differences between Qf and Qr  is not a function of flow rate and the 

sensors do not play a significant role in the measured difference, suggesting that the flow 

meters specific to each TBM were closely calibrated. 

 

Figure 2-21: Bypass mode: tunnel YL advance 245. Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  No data is shown when Qf = Qr = 0 m3/hr. 
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Figure 2-22: Bypass mode: tunnel A advance 105.  Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  No data is shown when Qf = Qr = 0 m3/hr. 

 

Figure 2-23: Bypass mode: tunnel D advance 300.  Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  No data is shown when Qf = Qr = 0 m3/hr. 
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Figure 2-24: Bypass mode: tunnel BC advance 305.  Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  No data is shown when Qf = Qr = 0 m3/hr. 

 
Figure 2-25: Bypass mode: tunnel YL average flow rate and flow rate difference by advance 
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Figure 2-26: Bypass mode: tunnel A average flow rate and flow rate difference by advance 

 

Figure 2-27: Bypass mode: tunnel D average flow rate and flow rate difference by advance 
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Figure 2-28: Bypass mode: tunnel BC average flow rates and flow rate difference by advance  
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Figure 2-29: Bypass mode. Qr vs Qf (average per advance) comparison with linear regression 
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2.4.2 Density Measurement 

Slurry density was measured using the Berthold LB 444 nuclear density gauge.  The 

density gauges were installed on horizontally orientated pipe, as shown in Figure 2-30.  The 

gauges were orientated 45 degrees from the horizontal plane to avoid the variations introduced 

by particle settlement.  The density gauges were calibrated on site using a two point calibration.  

The first point was found using water and the second point was found using fresh bentonite 

slurry.  The measured density was a function of the slope between the two points.  The gauges 

used an averaging window of 60 seconds, which meant each output value was the result of a 

rolling average over previous 60 seconds of data.  An increase in the time constant results in 

reduced statistical error. 

 

Figure 2-30: Installation of the LB444 nuclear density gauge (Courtesy Berthold Technologies)  

The remainder of this section will focus on the slurry density behavior during bypass 

mode.  The analysis of bypass mode allowed for a direct comparison of the slurry density 

gauges.   

Figure 2-31- Figure 2-34 show one ring from each of the four tunnels during bypass 

mode, with each ring being representative of typical behavior observed in each tunnel; note 

these are the same rings that were shown in Section 3.4.1.  The top plot in each figure shows ρf 

and ρr values that were recorded every 10 seconds, and the bottom plot shows the difference 

(ρr - ρf) between the density measurements.  Density was continuously measured even when 

there was no flow through the system.  The following behavior was observed to be similar in 

each of the four plots: 
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 An “equilibration time” was observed during the first 30-120 seconds (3-12 data points) 

of bypass mode activation. The equilibration time was the time that it took for ρr to 

equilibrate to values similar to ρf. 

 After equilibration, a constant density value was measured for the majority of bypass, 

with any changes being in a single step down (of magnitude of 0.01 t/m3) to another 

period of constant values.   

o The constant values were observed only in individual sensors ρr or ρf, but ρr did 

not necessary exactly equal ρf. 

 During the equilibration time, maximum differences of 0.09 t/m3 were observed. 

o All differences during the equilibration time for were positive.   

 Negative differences were observed but only after equilibration, indicating a difference in 

instrument calibration. 

 Similar behavior was observed between tunnels excavated by the same TBM. 

o TBM1 (tunnels YL and BC) showed similar equilibration times and both had 

negative differences after equilibration. 

o TBM2 (tunnels A and D) showed differences up to 0.01 t/m3 after equilibration 

 The figures indicate that the feed and return density gauges on TBM1 were more closely 

calibrated to one another than those on TBM2. 

Figure 2-35- Figure 2-38 show density values 5 consecutive advance rings during 

bypass mode.  Each figures shows at least one advance ring with erratic density behavior 

(negative density values).  This behavior was attributed to the extension of the slurry utilities, 

which occurred every 4 rings, as described in Section 3.1.1.  The extension of utilizes 

introduced air into the slurry circuit, which results in negative density readings and increased 

equilibration time.  The utility extension increased the variability and magnitude of (ρr - ρf) 

considerably when compared to “typical” (no utility extension) advance rings. 

Figure 2-39 - Figure 2-42 show the average density values calculated per advance ring.  

The same methodology used for the flow meters was used.  Consistency in (ρr - ρf)avg values 

were observed in both TBMs.  Changes in (ρr - ρf)avg values were observed at specific locations 

in each tunnel.  These plots and the discrepancies along the length of the each tunnel will be 

described and quantified in detail in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-31: Bypass mode: tunnel YL advance 245. Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  Density values are recorded regardless of slurry flow. 

 

Figure 2-32: Bypass mode: tunnel A advance 105. Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  Density values are recorded regardless of slurry flow. 
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Figure 2-33: Bypass mode: tunnel D advance 300. Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  Density values are recorded regardless of slurry flow. 

 

Figure 2-34: Bypass mode: tunnel BC advance 305. Each data point is one 10 second interval.  
Time = 0 is the start of bypass mode.  Density values are recorded regardless of slurry flow. 
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Figure 2-35: Bypass mode: tunnel YL advances 251- 255.  Each data point is one 10 second 
interval.  Time = 0 is the start of the first excavation cycle.   

 

Figure 2-36: Bypass mode: tunnel A advances 151-155.  Each data point is one 10 second 
interval.  Time = 0 is the start of the first excavation cycle.   

251 252 253 254 255 

151 152 153 154 155 
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Figure 2-37: Bypass mode: tunnel D advances 299-304.  Each data point is one 10 second 
interval.  Time = 0 is the start of the first excavation cycle.   

 

Figure 2-38: Bypass mode: tunnel BC advances 307-311. Each data point is one 10 second 
interval.  Time = 0 is the start of the first excavation cycle.   

209 300 301 302 304 

307 308 309 310 311 
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Figure 2-39: Bypass mode: tunnel YL entire alignment.  Average density and density difference 
by advance 

 

Figure 2-40: Bypass mode: tunnel A entire alignment.  Average density and density difference 
by advance 
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Figure 2-41: Bypass mode: tunnel D entire alignment.  Average density and density difference 
by advance 

 

Figure 2-42: Bypass mode: tunnel BC entire alignment.  Average density and density difference 
by advance 
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Figure 2-43 shows ρr vs. ρf for each tunnel.  The advance rings where utilities were 

extended are show as red diamonds.  For typical advances (black circles), a linear relationship 

between density values can be observed.  Tunnels YL and BC appear to have several distinct 

linear trends, indicating a possible change in calibration at some point in each tunnel.  The 

figure shows the significance that utility extension has on the density gauges readings.  Note 

that this behavior was not seen for the flow meters during utility extension. 

 

Figure 2-43: Bypass mode. Average ρr -ρf comparison during bypass mode.  Red diamonds are 
advances were slurry lines were extended (~25% of advances) and black circles are the 
remaining "typical" advances 
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2.4.3 Working Chamber Slurry Measurement 

The height of the slurry in the working chamber was measured using two Liquicap M 

FM152 capacitance level measuring devices.  The devices are commonly referred to as “rope 

probes” in the tunneling industry and will be referred to as such in this thesis. The devices were 

mounted vertically in the working chamber as shown in Figure 2-44.  The individual rope probes 

will be referred to as R1 and R2 and located as shown in Figure 2-44.  The zero level of the 

measuring devices was the scanline of the TBM, which was also the target slurry level during 

operation.  Positive readings indicated slurry levels higher than the scanline, while negative 

readings indicated slurry levels lower than the scanline. 

 

Figure 2-44: Working Chamber cross section and instrumentation 

Slurry levels were used to calculate the volume of slurry in the working chamber.  The 

cross-sectional area (vertical plane) of the slurry (As) was calculated using fundamental fluid 

mechanics equations for a partially filled pipe, which are shown in Figure 2-45.  As was 

multiplied by the width of the working chamber (wwc) to find the volume of slurry in the working 

chamber (Vs). 
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Figure 2-45: Area of a partially filled circle.  Left: area when h < r.  Right: area when h ≥ r. 

A large enclosed area (Aenc) free of slurry was located in the center of working chamber.  

As was calculated using equation (2.10), where Awc was the area of the working chamber in 

contact with slurry. 

𝐴𝑠 = 𝐴𝑤𝑐 − 𝐴𝑒𝑛𝑐          (2.10) 

Awc and Aenc were calculated using equations (2.11) and (2.14), respectively. 

𝐴𝑤𝑐 = 

{
 

 
𝑟𝑤𝑐

2(𝜃𝑤𝑐−𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑤𝑐))

2
                    if h𝑠 < 0

𝜋𝑟𝑤𝑐
2 −

𝑟𝑤𝑐
2(𝜃𝑤𝑐−𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑤𝑐))

2
   if hs > 0

      (2.11) 

Where the central angle of the working chamber was calculated using equation (2.12), 

𝜃𝑤𝑐 = 2cos
−1 (

𝑟𝑤𝑐−ℎ𝑤𝑐

𝑟𝑤𝑐
)         (2.12) 

and hwc (h in Figure 2-45) was calculated using equation (2.13). 

ℎ𝑤𝑐 = {
ℎ𝑤𝑐 = 𝑟𝑤𝑐 + ℎ𝑠                    if h𝑠 < 0

ℎ𝑤𝑐 = 2𝑟𝑤𝑐 − 𝑟𝑤𝑐 − ℎ𝑠     if hs > 0
      (2.13) 

 

𝐴𝑒𝑛𝑐 = 

{
 

 
𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐

2(𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑐−𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑐))

2
                    if h𝑠 < 0

𝜋𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐
2 −

𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐
2(𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑐−𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑐))

2
   if hs > 0

      (2.14) 

Where the central angle of the enclosed area was calculated using equation (2.15), 

𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑐 = 2cos
−1 (

𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐−ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑐

𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐
)         (2.15) 
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and henc (h in Figure 2-45) was calculated using equation (2.16). 

ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑐 = {
ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑐 = 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐 + ℎ𝑠                    if h𝑠 < 0

ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑐 = 2𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐 − 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐 − ℎ𝑠    if hs > 0
      (2.16) 

The volume of slurry in the working chamber can then be calculated for each 10 second 

time interval using equation (2.17). 

𝑉𝑠 = 𝐴𝑠 ∗ 𝑤𝑤𝑐          (2.17) 

The only variable involved in the Vs calculation was hs.  Table 2-3 includes the constant 

dimensions required for the Vs calculations.  An important note is that rwc was based on the 

inside diameter of the working chamber and renc was based on the outside diameter of the 

enclosed area. 

Table 2-3: Working chamber dimensions required in Vs calculation 

rwc 

(m) 
renc 

(m) 
wwc 

(m) 

3.368 1.745 1.7 

 

Figure 2-46 shows the slurry flow and level for an entire excavation period.  Close 

agreement between R1 and R2 was observed for this advance.  The rope probe level was 

variable during the advance mode portion of the excavation, and was relatively constant during 

bypass mode.  The variability in slurry level was due to the fluctuations in Qr, as Qf was constant 

throughout the entire advance.  Note that slurry does not enter or exit the working chamber 

during bypass mode. 

Figure 2-47 shows the slurry flow and slurry level for an entire excavation period. Close 

agreement was again observed between R1 and R2.  The excavation period shown has two 

periods of bypass mode.  During the first period (time = 28 – 35 minutes), a steep increase in 

slurry level of 0.6m was observed.  It is not clear what caused this increase, but it is possible 

that there was a reduction in bubble pressure that was either the cause or a result of the start of 

bypass mode.  A reduction in bubble pressure would cause the slurry level to rise in the working 

chamber.  The behavior shown Figure 2-47 is not typical, and the cause of the increase will not 

be examined in this thesis.  
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Figure 2-46: Advance + bypass mode: tunnel D advance 164. Slurry flow and rope probe levels 
in 10 second intervals. 
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Figure 2-47: Advance + bypass mode: tunnel BC advance 250. Slurry flow and rope probe 
levels in 10 second intervals. 

Figure 2-48 - Figure 2-50 show the only the advance mode portions of the selected 

advances.  The plots show the influence that Qr – Qf has on the slurry level in the working 

chamber.  The slurry level closely tracks the observed changed in Qr – Qf.  On all three figures, 

the target slurry level appears to be greater than the TBM scanline, with the scanline appearing 

to be the lower limit of slurry level.  Also, Qf appears to be relatively constant in all three figures, 

while Qr is either highly variable, as in Figure 2-49, or relatively constant as in Figure 2-50.  Qr 

appears to be the controlling variable in slurry level, as constant Qr values result in constant 

slurry levels.  A clear offset between R1 and R2 can be observed in Figure 2-50, which was 

relatively common occurrence in each tunnel, and will be discussed next.  
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Figure 2-48: Advance mode: tunnel YL advance 355.  Slurry flow rate, rope probe level and 
volume of slurry in the working chamber in 10 second intervals versus time (left) and distance 
(right). 
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Figure 2-49: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 225.  Slurry flow rate, rope probe level and 
volume of slurry in the working chamber in 10 second intervals versus time (left) and distance 
(right). 
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Figure 2-50: Advance mode: tunnel A advance 115.  Slurry flow rate, rope probe level and 
volume of slurry in the working chamber in 10 second intervals versus time (left) and distance 
(right). 

Figure 2-51 - Figure 2-54 show the average rope probe level for probes R1 and R2 and 

the average difference in height between the probes for each advance during bypass mode.  

The average difference in probe level was found by calculating (R1-R2) for every 10 second data 

point in an advance during advance mode and averaging all the of differences. 

Scanline 

Scanline V
s
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Figure 2-51 shows the average rope probe levels for tunnel YL.  Probes R1 and R2 show 

close agreement for the first 180 advances.  At least one of the probes appears to go out of 

calibration between advances 180-240.  An analysis of the rope probe levels across all tunnels 

and knowledge of the practice to keep the slurry level above or near the scanline indicated that 

R1 was most likely the probe that went out of calibration.  Advance 240-440 showed close 

agreement between each probe.  After advance 440, R1 malfunctioned and stopped recording 

new data for the remainder of tunneling.  Probe R2 malfunctioned and stopped recording new 

data after advance 550, and no viable robe probe data was available for tunnel YL after 

advance 550. 

 

Figure 2-51: Bypass mode: tunnel YL entire alignment.  Average slurry height for both rope 
probes for each advance. 

Figure 2-52 shows the average robe probe levels for tunnel A.  Probes R1 and R2 

showed an average difference that increase from 0 to 0.4m during the first 50 advances.  The 

deviation was believed to be caused by probe R2, as R1 showed recorded similar values for the 

entire advance.  Advances 50-300 showed close agreement between the probes.  Data was not 

recovered for advances 300-390 for any parameter in Tunnel A. 
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Figure 2-52: Bypass mode: tunnel A entire alignment.  Average slurry height for both rope 
probes for each advance. 

Figure 2-53 shows the average robe probe levels for tunnel D.  The average difference 

between the probes of for the first 280 advances ranged between -0.03 – 0 m.  A spike in the 

average difference between the probes occurred after advance 280 and the average difference 

reduced in value between advances 280 and 330.  It cannot be known exactly which probe went 

out of calibration, but the data indicates that probe R1 saw a spike in readings, while probe R2 

remained relatively stable.  It will be assumed that probe R1 was out of calibration between 

advances 280-330.  The probes showed an average difference of 0.08 m over the last 110 

advances. 

Figure 2-54 shows the average rope probe levels for tunnel BC.  Probes R1 and R2 

showed an average deviation of 0.62 m over the first 156 advances.  The data indicated that 

probe R1 was out of calibration during this period, and was recalibrated after advance 156.  The 

difference in probe values was relatively constant at 0.05 m for the remainder of the tunnel.  

Advance 156 was the first of two cutterhead interventions during tunnel BC.  The 0.5m change 

in average deviation after this advance indicates that one or both of the probes were 

recalibrated during the first cutterhead intervention. 
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Figure 2-53: Bypass mode:  tunnel D entire alignment.  Average slurry height for both rope 
probes for each advance. 
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Figure 2-54: Bypass mode: tunnel BC entire alignment.  Average slurry height for both rope 
probes for each advance. 

A single hs value was required for calculation of Vs.  The analysis of the rope probe 

measurements along the length of each tunnel was used to determine which probe(s) were to 

be used in the calculation.  Table 2-4 specifies the rope probe measurement value to be used 

for the specified advance ranges for each of the four tunnels. 

Table 2-4: Rope probe measurements selected for use in Vs calculations 

Tunnel YL Tunnel A Tunnel D Tunnel BC 

Advances Probe Advances Probe Advances Probe Advances Probe 

0-182 Avg 0-52 R1 0-282 Avg 0-163 R2 

183-243 R2 53-300 Avg 283-325 R2 164-439 Avg 

244-445 Avg 301-387 N/A 326-442 Avg - - 

446-557 R2 - - - - - - 

558-860 N/A - - - - - - 
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Chapter 3  

Excavated Volume Based on Slurry Measurements 

This chapter will explore two methods of calculating excavated volume.  Additionally, 

different methods of determining and applying the uncertainty associated with the calculated 

excavated volume will be applied. 

3.1 Equations and Methods 

The following section will detail the equations and methods that were used to calculate 

the excavated volume and the uncertainty associated with the excavated volume calculations.  

The variables used in the calculations were discussed in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

3.1.1 General Excavated Volume Equations and Methods 

The volume excavated was estimated using parameters Qf, Qr, ρf, and ρr, where Q was 

the measured flow rate (m3/hour), ρ was the measured density (tons/m3), and Vs was the 

calculated volume of slurry in the working chamber (m3).  These parameters were discussed in 

detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis.  The VMT system recorded each parameter every 10 seconds.  

The values Qf, Qr and Vs were instantaneous measurements taken every 10 seconds, and were 

not average readings over the previous 10 seconds.  ρf, and ρr values were calculated with a 

rolling average using a 60 second window.  The values recorded were an instantaneous 

recording of this rolling average every 10 seconds. Uncertainties due to fluctuations between 

each 10 second increment are not considered in this analysis. 

First, consider no uncertainty in the measured values.  Excavated volume can be 

estimated using a volume based approach or a mass based approach. A volume flow rate 

based excavated volume calculation, VQ
exc, will be considered first.  The incremental volume of 

soil excavated can be estimated from the measured flow rates using equation (3.1), where t = 

10s; however larger increments could be used. 

∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 = (𝑄𝑟 − 𝑄𝑓)∆𝑡 + (𝑉𝑆𝑓  
− 𝑉𝑠𝑖)        (3.1) 

where 𝑉𝑆𝑓 is the volume of slurry in the working chamber at the end of t and 𝑉𝑠𝑖 is the volume of 

slurry at the start of t.  No slurry loss into the formation was considered, as the formation of an 

ideal filter cake is assumed. Flow rates Qf and Qr were measured using two separate Promag 

55 electromagnetic flow meters with the locations of each sensor show on Figure 2-19.  The 

final and initial working chamber volumes 𝑉𝑆𝑓 and 𝑉𝑠𝑖 were measured using two FM152 Liquicap 
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capacitance level measurement systems, as described in Section 2.4.3, with the locations of the 

probes shown in Figure 2-44. 

The cumulative volume of soil excavated for each advance ring was calculated using 

equation (3.2) where the summation was performed over the duration of each advance ring 

(typically 40 – 50 min).  No time lag between 𝑄𝑓 and 𝑄𝑟 was considered, as the time is takes for 

a unit of slurry to pass between  𝑄𝑓 and 𝑄𝑟 (approximately 70 seconds (7t)) was considered 

negligible over a 40-50 minute excavation cycle. 

𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 = ∑∆𝑉
𝑄
𝑒𝑥𝑐          (3.2) 

A mass flow rate based excavated volume calculation VM
exc, will now be considered.  

The incremental volume of soil excavated was calculated by including 𝜌𝑓, 𝜌𝑟, and 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 to create 

a mass based volume flow rate using equation (3.3), which assumes a saturated formation soil 

density 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 = 2.1 tons/m3, from reported saturated density of the glacial til and mixed glacial 

deposits in the geotechnical interpretive report.  𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 can range from the saturated density, 

which assumes that the formation water was removed with the slurry, to the dry density, which 

assumed the formation water was completely replace by the slurry.  The actual value of 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 is 

likely somewhere between the dry and saturated density. 

∆𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐 =
(𝜌𝑟 𝑄𝑟−𝜌𝑓 𝑄𝑓)

𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐
 ∆𝑡 + (𝑉𝑆𝑓  

− 𝑉𝑠𝑖)        (3.3) 

Density measurements ρf, and ρr were measured using two LB444 nuclear density 

gauges with the locations of each sensor show on Figure 2-19. 

The cumulative volume of soil excavated for each ring advance was calculated using 

equation (3.4), w. 

𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐 = ∑∆𝑉
𝑀
𝑒𝑥𝑐          (3.4) 

The theoretical volume of soil excavated was calculated using equation (3.5):   

∆𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 = ∆𝑥 𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟  

𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑐 = ∑∆𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟         (3.5) 

where x is the distance excavated per ring advance and 𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 is the area of the excavated 

face.  𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 can vary from as large as the cut diameter, 6.865m, (𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 = 37.01 m2 ), measured 

from the outer edges of cutters assuming zero wear, to as small as the shield diameter, 6.835m, 
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(𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 = 36.69 m2).  However, the difference in 𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 only results in a change in ∆𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 of 

<1%. 

3.1.2 Uncertainty in Excavated Volume Equations and Methods 

 Two types of uncertainty in measurements, namely accuracy and precision, were 

considered in the calculation of excavated volume.  

Precision Based Uncertainty: 

Precision based uncertainty assumes that repeated measurements of parameters are 

themselves characterized as random variables with expected values (mean) and a random 

distribution of variance. In this study, the estimates of each of the parameters Qf, Qr, ρf, ρr 𝑉𝑆𝑓 

and 𝑉𝑠𝑖 are treated as random variables with a mean and variance (standard deviation) 

consistent with a Gaussian (normal) distribution. Precision uncertainties in each sensor are 

summarized in Table 3-1. Because equations 3.1 through 3.4 include multiple random variables, 

excavated volume estimates will carry compounded uncertainty. This uncertainty can be 

estimated through well-developed error propagation theory (Palmer, 2003). 

Table 3-1: Manufacturer reported precision uncertainty 

Parameters 
Instrumentation 

make/model 

Precision Uncertainty 

(% of reading, 1σ) 

Qr, Qf 
Endress + Hauser/ 

Proline Promag 55 
0.033% 

ρr, ρf 
Berthold/ 

LB 444 
0.095% 

Vsi ,Vsf 
Endress + Hauser/ 

Liquicap M FM152 
0.033% 

 

Consider a quantity q = f(x, … ,z) where x…z are normally distributed random variables.  

A general form of the equation for calculating the uncertainty in q is shown in equation (3.6). 

𝜎𝑞
2 = (

𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑥
)
2
𝜎𝑥
2 +⋯+ (

𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑧
)
2
𝜎𝑧
2        (3.6) 

where x, …, z are defined by a mean and a variance σx
2,…, σz

2 
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Equation (3.6) was applied to equation (3.1) to calculate the uncertainty in ∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 for a 

given ∆𝑡, shown below as equation (3.7). 

𝜎
∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑄
2 = [(

𝜕∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝑄𝑟
)
2

𝜎𝑄𝑟
2 + (

𝜕∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝑄𝑓
)
2

𝜎𝑄𝑓
2 ] + (

𝜕∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝑉𝑆𝑓
)

2

𝜎𝑉𝑆𝑓
2 + (

𝜕∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝑉𝑠𝑖
)
2

𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑖
2    

or 

𝜎
∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑄
2 = [𝜎𝑄𝑟

2 + 𝜎𝑄𝑓
2 ] ∆𝑡2 + 𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑓

2 + 𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑖
2        (3.7) 

It is assumed that 𝜎𝑄𝑅 = 𝜎𝑄𝑓 because both values were measured by the same model of 

flow meter, values of Qf and Qr are similar, and an analysis of the flow rates during bypass 

mode (section 2.4.1) indicated similar calibration between flow meters.  It is assumed 

that 𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑓
 = 𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑖

 because both measurements were recorded by the same device and values of 

Vsf and Vsi are similar.  With these assumptions, equation (3.7) simplifies to equation (3.8).  

𝜎
∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑄 = √2𝜎𝑄𝑟∆𝑡 + √2𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑓
        (3.8) 

The uncertainty in ring advance 𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 (equation 3.2) can then be calculated with 

equation (3.9).  

𝜎
𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑄
2 = ∑ 𝜎

∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑄

2𝑛
𝑖=1   

or        

𝜎
𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑄 = √𝑛 𝜎∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑄           (3.9) 

where n is the number of measurements or time intervals (∆𝑡) over the considered time 

period. The values expressed in equations (3.8) and (3.9) qualify the estimations of ∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 and 

𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 values due to precision uncertainty. Specifically, with 68% (1) confidence, the estimated 

values of incremental and cumulative ring advance excavated volumes are ∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 ± 𝜎∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑄   and 

𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 ± 𝜎𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑄 . 

Similarly, equation (3.6) was applied to equation (3.3) to calculate the precision 

uncertainty in ∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑀  for a given ∆𝑡, shown below as equation (3.10).  
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𝜎
∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑀
2 = [(

𝜕∆𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝑄𝑟
)
2

𝜎𝑄𝑟
2 + (

𝜕∆𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝑄𝑓
)
2

𝜎𝑄𝑓
2 + (

𝜕∆𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝜌𝑟
)
2

𝜎𝜌𝑟
2 + (

𝜕∆𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝜕𝜌𝑓
)
2

𝜎𝜌𝑓
2 ]

∆𝑡2

𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐
2 +

(
𝜕∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑀

𝜕𝑉𝑆𝑓
)

2

𝜎𝑉𝑆𝑓
2 + (

𝜕∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑀

𝜕𝑉𝑠𝑖
)
2

𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑖
2     

or 

𝜎
∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑀
2 = [𝜌𝑟

2𝜎𝑄𝑟
2 + 𝜌𝑓

2𝜎𝑄𝑓
2  + 𝑄𝑟

2𝜎𝜌𝑟
2 + 𝑄𝑓

2 𝜎𝜌𝑓
2 ]

∆𝑡2

𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐
2 + 𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑓

2 + 𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑖
2     (3.10) 

It is again assumed that 𝜎𝑄𝑟 = 𝜎𝑄𝑓.   Additionally, it is assumed that 𝜎𝜌𝑟 = 𝜎𝜌𝑓 because 

both values were measured by the same model of density meter and an analysis of density 

values during bypass mode (section 2.4.2) indicated similar calibration between density gauges.  

With these assumptions, equation (3.10) simplifies to equation (3.11). 

𝜎∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑀 = (𝜎𝑄𝑟√𝜌𝑟
2 + 𝜌𝑓

2 + 𝜎𝜌𝑟√𝑄𝑟
2 + 𝑄𝑓

2)
∆𝑡

𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐
+ √2𝜎𝑉𝑠𝑓

     (3.11) 

The uncertainty in 𝑉𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐 (equation 3.4) can then be calculated with equation (3.12).  

𝜎
𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑀
2 = ∑ 𝜎

∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑀

2𝑛
𝑖=1    

or        

𝜎𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑀 = √𝑛 𝜎∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑀           (3.12) 

where n is the number of measurements or time intervals (∆𝑡) over the considered time period.   

Accuracy Based Uncertainty: 

Accuracy based uncertainty is caused by a systematic deviation from the true value, 

typically due to calibration, temperature effects, etc. Accuracy uncertainty is not considered to 

be a random process. It is typically a biased error and therefore its treatment is different than 

precision uncertainty. The accuracy uncertainty of all sensors used to measure the parameters 

are provided in Table 3-2 (per manufacturer’s specifications). Here, the 1 accuracy 

uncertainties reflect the randomness across all sensors manufactured. To be consistent with 

degree of uncertainty reporting (e.g., ± 1), the accuracy uncertainty is estimated based not on 

the maximum possible error specified (conservatively assumed = 2). Rather, the 1 error was 

used (max possible error / 2).  The accuracy uncertainty for each parameter is shown in Table 

3-2. These values are treated as deterministic in the following analysis. 
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Table 3-2: Manufacturer accuracy based uncertainty in measured values 

Parameters 
Accuracy Uncertainty 

(% of reading, 1σ) 

Qr, Qf 0.25% 

ρr, ρf 0.5% 

Vsi ,Vsf 1% 

 

The accuracy uncertainty of ∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 (calculated per equation 3.1) is expressed in 

equation 3.13 where 𝛿𝑄𝑟 ==0.0025𝑄𝑟 and 𝛿𝑄𝑓=0.0025𝑄𝑓, and 𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑓= 0.01𝑉𝑠𝑓 and 𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑖 =

0.017𝑉𝑠𝑓. 𝛿𝑄 is different from 𝜎𝑄 in that is does not reflect a standard deviation.  An important but 

reasonable assumption is that both flow meters are biased in the same direction, i.e., they both 

overestimate or underestimate flow. The error in ∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 is therefore reduced by the subtraction 

required in equation (3.1). The same subtraction applies for ∆𝑉𝑠 because 𝑉𝑠𝑖 and  𝑉𝑠𝑓 are 

measured by the same sensor. The cumulative accuracy uncertainty per ring advance is a 

summation of terms (equation 3.14). 

𝛿
∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝑄 = (𝛿𝑄𝑟 −  𝛿𝑄𝑓 )∆𝑡 + (𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑓 − 𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑖)       (3.13) 

𝛿
𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑄 = ∑𝛿

∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐
𝑄           (3.14) 

The accuracy uncertainty of ∆𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑐 (calculated per equation 3.3) is expressed in equation 

3.15 where 𝛿𝑄𝑟=0.0025𝑄𝑟 and 𝛿𝑄𝑓=0.0025𝑄𝑓, 𝛿𝜌𝑟=0.005𝜌𝑟 and 𝛿𝜌𝑓=0.005𝜌𝑓, and 𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑓= 

0.01𝑉𝑠𝑓 and 𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑓 = 0.01𝑉𝑠𝑓. It is again assumed that both flow meters are biased in the same 

direction and that the same subtraction applies for ∆𝑉𝑠 because 𝑉𝑠𝑖 and  𝑉𝑠𝑓 are measured by the 

same sensor. It is also assumed that both density gauges are biased in the same direction, i.e., 

they both overestimate or underestimate density.  The cumulative accuracy uncertainty per ring 

advance is a summation of terms (equation 3.16). 

𝛿∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑀 = [(𝛿𝜌𝑟𝑄𝑟 − 𝛿𝜌𝑓𝑄𝑓) + (𝛿𝑄𝑟𝜌𝑟 − 𝛿𝑄𝑓𝜌𝑓)]
∆𝑡

𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐
 + (𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑓 − 𝛿𝑉𝑠𝑖)   (3.15) 

𝛿𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑀 = ∑𝛿∆𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑀           (3.16) 
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3.2 Determination of Instrumentation Accuracy and Precision Using TBM 

Data 

The following section will use TBM data recorded during the excavation of each of the four 

tunnels to calculate the precision and accuracy uncertainty of slurry flow and density 

measurements taken during the bypass mode of operation.  These values will be compared with 

the data provided by the manufacturers to determine the validity of the manufacturer’s 

measurement of accuracy and precision. 

 As a reminder, the tunnel and the TBM used to excavate the tunnel are represented as 

colored circles on select plots.  The tunnel name (YL, A, BC, and D) and associated colors are 

used to indicate which of the four tunnels is being represented.  The line surrounding the circle 

indicates the TBM used, with a solid black line indicating TBM1 and a dashed black line 

indicating TBM2. 

3.2.1 Flow Sensors 

The flow sensor data recorded during bypass mode was analyzed to estimate TBM data-

derived precision and accuracy between Qf and Qr.  Precision and accuracy uncertainty values 

were estimated by calculating the percent difference between Qf and Qr at all filtered 10 second 

intervals. 

Prior to the calculation of the percent difference between Qf and Qr, the flow rate data 

was filtered to remove portions of bypass mode that exhibited erratic deviations between the 

flow meters as discussed in Section 2.4.1.  Two filters were used to remove erratic data, which 

are described as follows: 

 Filter 1: Removed the first and last 5 data points (10 second intervals, 50 seconds) for 

each bypass period 

o A bypass period was defined as a length of continuous bypass mode, bounded 

by non-bypass mode data. 

 Filter 2: Removed all flow rate measurements when slurry flow was < 500 m3/hr. 

o Flow rates <500 m3/hr were not used during excavation and any flow rate less 

than were not used in a typical excavation cycle 

Figure 3-1-Figure 3-4 show the distribution of the calculated (Qr- Qf) percent differences 

during bypass mode for each of the four tunnels.  All four tunnels show biased (offset) pseudo-

Gaussian type behavior, indicating that the error exhibited both bias (accuracy) and random 
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(precision) behavior.  There is close agreement between the tunnels excavated using the same 

TBM (see Figure 3-5 and Table 3-3).  TBM1 (YL and BC) had a difference in standard 

deviations of 0.12% and a difference in mean values of 0.35%. The mean values for each tunnel 

indicated that the sensors were closely calibrated at the beginning of the project, and one or 

both of the sensors became less accurate throughout the course of the project.  TBM2 had a 

difference in standard deviations of 0.21%and a difference in mean values of 0.17% between 

tunnels A and D.  The mean values for each tunnel could indicate that the TBM2 sensors were 

either not as closely calibrated as on TBM1, or the sensors had greater inaccuracy than those in 

TBM1.  A drift between the sensors on TBM2 reduced the precision related uncertainty between 

the sensors closer as the project progressed.   

The measured percent difference values were used to estimate precision and accuracy 

uncertainties for each tunnel.  The precision and accuracy uncertainty values are shown in 

Table 3-4 and Table 3-5, respectively. The precision uncertainty 𝜎𝑄𝑟 was determined using the 

standard deviation (1σ) of the percent difference distributions for each tunnel.  The same 

assumption in equation 3.8 (𝜎𝑄𝑅 = 𝜎𝑄𝑓) is considered with the precision related uncertainty 

being a percent of either the Qr or Qf reading.  

 

Figure 3-1: Bypass mode: tunnel YL.  Qr- Qf (%difference) frequency distribution for filtered 10 
second intervals.  µ and σ values were calculated using TBM data. 

µ = 0.03% 

σ = 0.97% 
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Figure 3-2: Bypass mode: tunnel A.  Qr- Qf (% difference) frequency distribution for filtered 10 
second intervals.  µ and σ values were calculated using TBM data. 

 

Figure 3-3: Bypass mode: tunnel D. Qr- Qf (% difference) frequency distribution for filtered 10 
second intervals.  µ and σ values were calculated using TBM data. 

µ = 1.39% 

σ = 1.19% 

µ = 1.22% 

σ = 0.98% 
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Figure 3-4: Bypass mode: tunnel BC.  Qr- Qf (% difference) frequency distribution for filtered 10 
second intervals.  µ and σ values were calculated using TBM data. 

 

Figure 3-5: Bypass mode: Superposition of Qr- Qf (%difference) frequency distributions for 
filtered 10 second intervals for each tunnel. 

 

µ = -0.32% 

σ = 0.85% 
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Table 3-3: Qr- Qf (%) data-derived µ and σ values  

Tunnel 
TBM 

Number 

Qr – Qf (%) 

µ 1σ 

YL 1 0.03 0.97 

A 2 1.39 1.19 

D 2 1.22 0.98 

BC 1 -0.32 0.85 

 

The accuracy based uncertainty was determined using the mean of the percent 

difference distributions for each tunnel.  The assumption in equation 3.14, which assumes the 

sensors are biased in the same direction, no longer applies as the measured accuracy 

uncertainty was calculated as a percent of the difference between Qf and Qr.  The error in 

∆𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑐 can no longer correctly be calculated using Equation 3.14 when considering Qf -Qr (%), 

and the uncertainty in the accuracy of the flow sensors is now a function of the Qr sensor.  This 

calculation will be described later in this chapter. 

Table 3-4: Flow meter precision uncertainty values 

Tunnel 
Precision-mfr 

(% of reading, 1σ) 

Precision-data 

(% of reading, 1σ) 

YL 0.033 0.69 

A 0.033 0.84 

D 0.033 0.69 

BC 0.033 0.64 

 

Table 3-5: Flow meter accuracy uncertainty values 

Tunnel 
Accuracy-mfr 

(Qr, Qf, %) 

Accuracy-data 

 Qr – Qf (%) 

YL 0.17 0.03 

A 0.17 1.39 

D 0.17 1.23 

BC 0.17 -0.32 
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 The precision uncertainty determined using TBM data was an order of magnitude higher 

than the 0.0003𝑄𝑟 reported by the manufacturer.  Both values will be used to calculate the 

uncertainty in Vexc. 

The TBM data-driven accuracy uncertainty values cannot be directly compared to the 

values provided by the manufacturer, as the TBM data estimates the difference between the two 

flow monitors and not the difference (bias) from a true value.  An important note to make is the 

sign on the calculated accuracy values is very important.  A negative value of Qr – Qf (%), like 

seen for tunnel BC, would indicate that Qf is recording values greater than Qr during bypass 

mode.  This would suggest that tunnel BC would underestimate Vexc, while a positive value 

would suggest an overestimation of Vexc. 

The TBM data for tunnel YL (TBM1) suggested a difference in Qr – Qf (%) of 0.03%, 

which could indicate that the flow sensors are biased with the same error magnitudes in the 

same direction, or that neither sensor has significant error to begin with.  This, taken with the 

manufacturer stated 1σ= 0.17% accuracy, suggests that the only way to achieve a 0.03% 

difference error is if the errors from each sensor cancel out, or if the accuracy of both sensors is 

closer to zero to begin with.  It is possible that these two sensors were calibrated correctly. 

 The TBM data for tunnel BC (TBM1) suggested a difference in accuracy of -0.3%, which 

could indicate either that the sensors are no longer biased in the same direction or no long have 

the same error magnitude.  It is not possible to know if this is the result in a change of 

magnitude or change in bias of one or both of the sensors.  All that can be stated is that the 

accuracy between the sensors has decreased from tunnel YL to tunnel BC, 

 The TBM data for TBM2 (tunnels A and D) suggested a difference in accuracy of 1.39% 

- 1.23%, respectively.  This suggested that the manufacturer specification significantly 

underestimated the error in accuracy.  This also suggested that one or both of the sensors is off 

much more than reported in the manufacturer specification, which could be due to poor 

calibration of the sensor(s).   

 The results from the TBM data-driven accuracy analysis creates an interesting situation 

where the flow meters from TBM1 is much more accurate than those in TBM2. Both sets of flow 

meters (TBM1 and TBM2) show a drift in mean values between tunnels.   
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3.2.2 Density Measurements 

The density gauge data recorded during bypass mode was analyzed to determine data-

driven precision and accuracy uncertainty.  Precision and uncertainty was estimated by 

calculating the percent difference between ρf and ρr at all filtered 10 second intervals.    

 Prior to calculation of ρr – ρf (%) the density data was filtered to remove portions of each 

bypass mode that exhibited non-uniform differences between the density gauges, as discussed 

in Section 2.4.2.  Non-uniformity was defined as groupings of ρr – ρf. (%) values that showed 

considerable variance between consecutive data points during bypass mode.  Non-uniform 

behavior was typically observed at the start and stop of bypass mode. The following filters were 

applied to the density gauge data to remove the non-uniform points: 

 Filter 1: Removed the first and last 10 data points (10 second intervals, 100 seconds) for 

each bypass period 

o A bypass period was defined as a length of continuous bypass mode, bouded by 

non-bypass mode. 

o The removal of 10 data points as the start and stop was determined suitable in 

the analysis performed in Section 2.4.2.  An important note is that the flow 

meters responded to changes in the slurry circuit about twice as quickly as the 

density meters, and therefore twice as many density data points (when compared 

to flow) were removed at the start and stop of bypass. 

 Filter 2: Removed all density measurements when slurry flow (Qf, Qr) was < 100 m3/hr. 

o Density measurement were taken regardless of slurry flow and included long 

periods of measurments when no slurry was flowing throught he circuit..  Over 

the course of a tunnel, the total periods of no flow bypass mode was signicantly 

greater than bypass mode when slurry was flowing.  Including the no flow data 

would have weighted the data by the length of the bypass mode, which was a 

function of ring bulid time and any additional delays.  

 Filter 3: Removed all time periods for advances when slurry line utilities were extended. 

o No clear pattern was observed in the density behavior during utility extension and 

it was considered ideal to remove all of the data associated with utility extension 

it for this analysis. 

 Filter 4: Removed all ρr-ρf (%) outside of the range outside of the ±5%. 
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o Typically the first 3 filters removed nearly all of the data outside of this range, but 

exceptions were found, particularly at the start of Tunnel YL and between 

advances 403-407 in Tunnel BC. 

The filters were successful in removing periods of non-uniform ρr – ρf data.  The density 

data was significantly more variable than the flow meter data and extensive filtering was 

considered nececcssary. The filtering led to the reduction of the number of bypass data points 

recorded for each tunnel by 94-96%.  The number of data points remaining after each filter is 

shown in Table 3-6.  Several iterations of variable filter conditions were tested to find the optimal 

level of filtering, which was considered as having the most data remaining after all non-uniform 

data was removed.  As an exmample, one iteration was completed by removing the first and last 

6 data points (instead of 10) in filter 1.  This iteration was considered insufficient, as it failed to 

remove all of the non-uniform data.  The filter parameters described above were found to be the 

ideal combination, indicating that it produced the largest number of uniform data points after 

filtering, while removing the non-uniform data. 

Table 3-6: Filtering of the density gauge bypass mode data 

Tunnel Original 

 (No. Remaining) 

Filter 1 

(No. Remaining) 

Filter 2 

(No. Remaining) 

Filter 3 &4 

(No. Remaining) 

% Removed 

(%) 

YL 2,403,810 331,062 162,056 113,396 95.3 

A 1,241,845 209,174 76,893 39,320 96.8 

D 581,160 146,998 46,858 33,551 94.2 

BC 698,482 131,436 39,094 26,894 96.1 

 

The following figures show density data from bypass mode for each of the tunnels.  A 

percent difference was used to calculate ρr – ρf (%).  Calculated values of accuracy and 

precision uncertainty will be discussed for each tunnel below.  

Figure 3-6 - Figure 3-8 show the bypass density data for tunnel YL.  Figure 3-6 shows 

the average slurry density data, which was created using methods described in Section 2.4.2.  

The lower plot of Figure 3-6 shows filtered values of (ρr – ρf)avg (black circles) and filtered values 

(using filters 1,2 and 4) for advances when utilities were extended (red diamonds).  The 

purposes of plotting the utility advances was to show the significant variability that (slurry line) 

utility extension causes. The utility extension data is not included on any of the distributions. 
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Figure 3-7 shows the filtered distribution of ρr – ρf (%) for tunnel YL.  Note that filter 4 

used values of ±10% in this distribution to show value outside of the ±5% range. ±10% was 

used in the calculation of mean and variance for Figure 3-7 only.  The distribution showed a 

high degree of variability, with σ (ρr – ρf) = 2.36%.  Using Figure 3-6, five distinct advance (ring) 

intervals with similar (ρr – ρf)avg were identified and were used to separate the data in terms of 

advances (rings).  The distribution of each ring interval is shown in Figure 3-8.  The first period, 

rings 1-127, was omitted from this figure and any calculation as recommended by the contractor 

due to the high degree of variability and due to the face that they were mining in fractured 

bedrock and mixed ground during that period.  The remaining four intervals were plotted and 

data-derived µ and σ values were calculated for each interval and are included on Figure 3-8.  

The four distinct distributions suggest that the density gauges change in both accuracy and 

repeatability at distinct points in time.  A summary of the percent difference for each interval is 

shown in Table 3-7.  

 

Figure 3-6: Bypass mode: tunnel YL. Average slurry density data for each advance ring 
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Figure 3-7: Bypass mode: tunnel YL. Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf (%) values during bypass 
mode.  Each occurrence is one 10 second interval, and calculated using TBM data. 

 

Figure 3-8: Bypass mode: tunnel YL.  Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf (%) values during bypass 
mode. Data was separated into 4 distinct time periods. Each occurrence is one 10 second 
interval.  µ and σ shown above were calculated using TBM data. 

 

µ = 0.07% 

σ = 2.36% 

Rings: 447-550 

µ = 0.18% 

σ = 0.71% 

Rings: 128-446 

µ = 0.05% 

σ = 0.8% 

Rings: 551-743 

µ = -0.67% 

σ = 0.45% 

Rings: 744-858 

µ = -1.97% 

σ = 0.48% 
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Table 3-7: Tunnel YL: Data-derived µ and σ values  

Period 
(Rings) 

ρr – ρf (%) 

µ 1σ 

1-127 - - 

128-446 0.05 0.8 

447-550 0.18 0.71 

551-743 -0.67 0.45 

744-858 -1.97 0.48 

 

Figure 3-9-Figure 3-11 show the density data for tunnel A.  Figure 3-9 shows filtered 

mean slurry density data during bypass mode for each advance ring, created in the same way 

as Figure 3-7. 

Figure 3-10 shows the filtered distribution of ρr – ρf (%) for tunnel A.  Note that the filter 4 

used values of ±10% in this distribution to values outside of the ±5%, which was used in the 

calculation of mean and variance.  The distribution showed a lower degree of variability when 

compared to tunnel YL, but still exhibited distinct periods of similar (ρr – ρf)avg. Using Figure 3-9, 

three distinct advance (ring) intervals with similar (ρr – ρf)avg were identified and separated in 

terms of advance rings.  The distribution of each ring interval is shown in Figure 3-11.  The three 

intervals were plotted and filtered data-derived µ and σ values are included on Figure 3-11.  The 

three distinct distributions suggest that the density gauges change in both accuracy and 

repeatability at fixed points in time.  A summary of the data-derived µ and σ values are shown in 

Table 3-8. 

Figure 3-12- Figure 3-14 show the density data for tunnel D.  Figure 3-12 shows the 

filtered mean slurry density data during bypass mode for each advance ring, created in the 

same way as Figure 3-7.Figure 3-13 shows the filtered distribution of ρr – ρf (%) for tunnel D.  

Note that filter 4 used values of ±10% in this distribution to show value outside of the ±5% 

range. ±10% was used in the calculation of mean and variance for Figure 3-13.  When Figure 

3-12 was analyzed, the differences between (ρr – ρf) avg were found to be equally variable along 

the length of Tunnel D.  The distribution for tunnel D was the only one that did not exhibit distinct 

periods of changing (ρr – ρf)avg values.  Tunnel D was not divided intervals and the data-derived 

µ and σ were calculated using the entire (filtered) alignment.  A summary of the data driven µ 

and σ values is shown in Table 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9: Bypass mode: tunnel A.  Average slurry density data for each advance ring. 

 

Figure 3-10: Bypass mode: tunnel A.  Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf (%). Each occurrence is one 
10 second interval, and calculated using TBM data. 

µ = 1.44% 

σ = 1.04% 
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Figure 3-11: Bypass mode, tunnel A.  Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf (%). Data was separated into 
3 distinct time periods. Each occurrence is one 10 second interval.  µ and σ were calculated 
using TBM data. 

Table 3-8: Tunnel A, µ and σ values calculated during bypass mode with TBM data 

Period 
(Rings) 

ρr – ρf (%) 

µ 1σ 

1-226 1.56 0.75 

227-272 0.29 0.51 

273-300 2.63 0.28 

 

Table 3-9: Tunnel D, µ and σ values calculated during bypass mode with TBM data 

Period 
(Rings) 

ρr – ρf (%) 

µ 1σ 

1-442 -0.16 0.98 

 

Rings: 227-272 

µ = 0.29 

σ = 0.51 

Rings: 1-226 

µ = 1.56 

σ = 0.75 

Rings: 273-300 

µ = 2.63 

σ = 0.28 
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Figure 3-12: Bypass mode: tunnel D. Average slurry density data for each advance ring 

 

Figure 3-13: Bypass mode: tunnel D.  Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf (%).  Each occurrence is one 
10 second interval and calculated using TBM data. 
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Figure 3-14: Bypass mode: tunnel D.  Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf (%). No distinct time periods 
were identified. Each occurrence is one 10 second interval. µ and σ were calculated using TBM 
data. 

Figure 3-15 -Figure 3-17 show the density data for tunnel BC.  Figure 3-15 shows the 

filtered mean slurry density data during bypass mode for each advance ring, created in the 

same way as Figure 3-7. 

Figure 3-16 shows the filtered distribution of ρr – ρf (%) for tunnel BC.  Note that the filter 

4 used values of ±10% in this distribution to values outside of the ±5%, which was used in the 

calculation of mean and variance.  The distribution showed similar variance to that tunnel YL, 

and showed periods of similar (ρr – ρf)avg. Using Figure 3-15, three distinct ring (advance 

number) intervals with similar (ρr – ρf)avg were identified and separated in terms of ring intervals.  

The distribution of each ring interval is shown in Figure 3-17.  The three intervals were plotted 

and the data-derived µ and σ values for each interval are included on Figure 3-17.  The three 

distinct distributions suggest that the density gauges change in both accuracy and repeatability 

at a distinct points in time.  An interesting observation was that the first ring interval showed 

similar µ and σ values to the last ring interval in tunnel YL.  A summary of the data-derived µ 

and σ values for the density gauges is shown in Table 3-10. 

µ = -0.16% 

σ = 0.98% 
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Figure 3-15: Bypass mode: tunnel BC.  Average slurry density data for each advance ring 

 

Figure 3-16: Bypass mode: tunnel BC.  Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf (%). Each occurrence is one 
10 second interval and calculated using TBM data. 

µ = -0.62% 

σ = 2.08% 
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Figure 3-17: Bypass mode: tunnel BC.  Filtered distribution of ρr - ρf  (%). Data was separated 
into 3 distinct time periods. Each occurrence is one 10 second interval.  µ and σ were calculated 
using TBM data. 

Table 3-10: Bypass Mode: Tunnel BC.  Density statistics based on time periods 

Period 
(Rings) 

ρr – ρf (%) 

µ 1σ 

1-178 -2.6 -0.58 

179-402 0.02 0.48 

403-409 - - 

410-439 2.69 0.34 

 

The data-derived ρr – ρf (%) µ and σ values were used to estimate precision and 

accuracy values for each tunnel.  The accuracy and precision uncertainty values are shown in 

Table 3-11. The data-derived σ was converted using (
1𝜎

√𝑛
), to be a percent of reading with the 

manufacturer reported precision.  This conversion considers the same assumption in equation 

3.11, where 𝜎𝑄𝑟 = 𝜎𝑄𝑓.  

 

 

Rings: 410-439 

µ = 2.69% 

σ = 0.34% 

Rings: 179-402 

µ = 0.02% 

σ = 0.48% 

Rings: 1-178 

µ = -2.6% 

σ = 0.58% 
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Table 3-11: Data-derived density meter uncertainty values as calculated during bypass mode 

Tunnel 
Time Period 1 

(rings) 

Time Period 2 

(rings) 

Time Period 3 

(rings) 

Time Period 4 

(rings) 

Time Period 5 

(rings) 

YL 

1-127 128-446 447-550 551-743 744-858 

𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 

- - 0.57 0.06 0.5 0.18 0.32  0.67 0.34 01.99 

A 

1-226 227-272 273-300 - - 

𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) - - - - 

0.54 1.54 0.36 0.29 0.2 2.6 - - - - 

D 

1-441 - - - - 

𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) - - - - - - - - 

0.69 0.16 - - - - - - - - 

BC 

1-178 178-402 403-410 411-439 - 

𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) 𝜎𝜌 (%) 𝛿𝜌 (%) - - 

0.41 2.63 0.34 0.02 - - 0.24 2.65 - - 
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The data-derived accuracy uncertainty values cannot be directly compared to the 

manufacturer provided accuracy, as the data-derived accuracy estimates the difference 

between the two density gauges and not the difference (bias) from a true value, which is how 

the manufacturer calculated accuracy. 

The TBM data for tunnel YL (TBM1) was divided into four intervals with data-derived 

accuracy values ρr – ρf (%) ranging from -1.97 to 0.8% between the density gauges.  The range 

of this behavior is significant, and indicates that the accuracy between the gauges change with 

time. This means that at a given time during the excavation of tunnel YL, the sensors could 

either be very accurate or biased in the same direction, or very inaccurate and/or biased in 

opposite directions.  It is not possible to identify a single cause that results in the inaccuracy of 

the sensors with the available information. 

The TBM data for tunnel BC (TBM1) was divided into three intervals with data-derived 

accuracy values ρr – ρf (%) ranging from -2.6 to 2.69%, which is the highest degree of 

inaccuracy found in any of the four tunnels, and the highest difference between the maximum 

and minimum inaccuracy found.  Inaccuracies of this magnitude suggest that the gauges either 

had significant differences in calibration and/or the sensors had biases in opposite directions 

and/or the density gauges were much less accurate than stated by the manufacturer.  It is not 

possible to identify the specific source of the inaccuracy.  

The TBM data for tunnel D (TBM2) was the only tunnel that showed relatively consistent 

accuracy values ρr – ρf (%) along the tunnel alignment.  The accuracy uncertainty was 

calculated to be -0.16%, which is in close agreement with that accuracy reported by the 

manufacturer.  As discussed previously, the negative value would result in an underestimation 

of the excavated mass because ρf > ρr during bypass mode. 

The TBM data for tunnel A (TBM2) was divided into three intervals with data-derived 

accuracy values ρr – ρf (%) ranging from 0.29% to 1.56%.  Through a brief portion of tunnel A 

(rings 227-272) had an accuracy value of 0.29%, the majority of Tunnel A had accuracy values 

ρr – ρf (%) uncertainty > 1.56%.  As described above, inaccuracies of this magnitude suggest 

that the gauges either had significant differences in calibration and/or the sensors had biases in 

opposite directions and/or the density gauges were much less accurate than stated by the 

manufacturer.  It is not possible to identify the specific source of the inaccuracy. 
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It is interesting to note that, unlike the flow gauges, the accuracy uncertainty in the 

density gauges does not appear to be largely influenced by the TBM used, but rather a function 

of time in regards to the total duration of excavation. 

3.3 Excavated Volume Results 

The following section will present the calculated excavated volume (Vexc) using the flow 

based (VQ
exc) and mass based (VM

exc) methods described in Section 4.1.1.  Additionally, the 

uncertainties associated with both the precision and accuracy of the instrumentation will be 

calculated using data provided by the manufacturers (mfr) of the instrumentation and values 

calculated using TBM data (data).  All calculations were done using data from the advance 

mode of the TBM.       

The TBM data driven uncertainty values include the precision and accuracy values were 

determined in Sections 4.2.1 (Qr, Qf) and 4.2.2 (ρr, ρf) of this thesis.  Uncertainty values were 

not calculated for Vsi and Vsf as at least one of the two rope probes was out of calibration at a 

given time; see Section 3.4.3 for further information. 

3.3.1 Individual Rings 

Figure 3-18- Figure 3-20 show the calculation of Vexc quantities for select advances in 

tunnels D, BC and YL.  The figures include the slurry feed (Qr, Qf) and slurry density (ρr, ρf) 

parameters, as well as the change in working chamber volume (Vsf - Vsi), as measured by the 

rope probes.  Each of these values is used to calculate Vexc in at least one of the methods (VQ
exc 

or VM
exc).  The relationship between slurry flow, slurry density and working chamber level was 

described in Sections 2.2 and 2.4.3, and the influence each has on Vexc can be seen in the 

following figures. 

The data is shown in 10 second increments.  The plots on the left side of each figure 

have fixed x-axes showing time (min), while the right side plots have fixed x-axes showing 

distance (m).  The time and distance plots presented below appear very similar, however when 

there is a stop in excavation they can look quite difference.  

An analysis of the relationship between slurry flow and slurry density during excavation 

can be found in Section 2.2 and an analysis of the change in working chamber volume (Vs) can 

be found in Section 2.4.3.  However, this is the first time in this thesis that the parameters Qr, Qf, 

ρr, ρf and (Vsf - Vsi) are presented together.  The change in slurry volume (slurry + muck) in the 

working chamber remains relatively constant throughout most of the advance.  This makes 

sense as the TBM operators were instructed to keep the slurry level in the working chamber at 
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or above the scanline of the TBM.  The changes in working chamber volume, ± (Vsf - Vsi), are the 

response of an increase or decrease in Qr. The TBM operators kept Qf constant during an 

advance, as it made maintaining the appropriate slurry level easier (they only needed to control 

one variable (Qr) instead of two (Qr + Qf).  Additionally, keeping Qf constant benefits the slurry 

plant on the surface, which needs to calculate the volume of slurry required for future advances. 

All three advances shown had similar excavation times (53-55 minutes), similar values of 

Qf (~800 m3/hr), Qr (~850-900 m3/hr), ρf (~1.12-1.13 t/m3), ρr (~1.17-1.21 t/m3) and similar 

behavior in (Vsf - Vsi).  The estimated Vexc values, however, were not similar.  Figure 3-18 reveals 

that VQ
exc = VM

exc = Vtheor
exc during tunnel D advance 88, i.e., the calculated excavated volume 

was very similar to the theoretical value (within 1%).  Figure 3-19 shows VQ
exc and VM

exc values 

that both underestimate the excavated volume (by 15-19%) in tunnel BC advance 211 when 

compared to the theoretical volume, even though slurry behavior was similar to that of Figure 

3-18. Figure 3-20 shows a case where VQ
exc overestimates the theoretical volume excavated (by 

3%) and VM
exc underestimates theoretical volume (by 8%).  The difference in the calculated 

excavated volumes in advance rings that show similar behavior highlights the importance of 

including the uncertainty in measured values into the estimation of excavated volume. 

Figure 3-21 shows Vexc and the calculated absolute accuracy uncertainty (δVexc) for 

advance 245 of tunnel YL. Recall that the data-derived accuracy uncertainty for tunnel YL is 

positive-biased, which indicates that Vexc is overestimated only (not underestimated). The 

manufacturer-based calculated accuracy uncertainty could be plus or minus Vexc, though only 

absolute uncertainty is shown. The accuracy uncertainty calculated using TBM data is higher 

than the mfr reported accuracy.  The data derived accuracy uncertainty in VQ
exc was usually 

greater than the accuracy uncertainty in VM
exc, and always greater for the mfr accuracy. None of 

the calculated δVexc values, which were ≤ 0.25 m3, were substantial enough to account for the 3-

5 m3 differences between VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc for this advance. 

Figure 3-22 shows Vexc and the calculated accuracy uncertainty (δVexc) for tunnel A, 

advance 139.  Tunnel A was found to have the highest data-derived accuracy uncertainty in (Qr 

- Qf), equaling 1.39% of Qr (indicating overestimation), and an accuracy uncertainty in (ρr, ρf) = 

1.56% of ρr (indicating overestimation).  These uncertainties yield significant cumulative 

uncertainties of 11m3 (δVQ
exc) and 13m3 (δVM

exc).  These values are sufficient enough to account 

for the discrepancies between VQ
exc, VM

exc and Vtheor
exc for this advance. 
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Figure 3-18: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 88.  Slurry feed and return flow rates and 
densities, changes in chamber slurry level, and calculation of excavated volume with Δt = 10s. 
All data presented vs. excavation time (left) and advance distance (right) 
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Figure 3-19: Advance mode: tunnel BC advance 211.  Slurry feed and return flow rates and 
densities, changes in chamber slurry level, and calculation of excavated volume with Δt = 10s. 
All data presented vs. excavation time (left) and advance distance (right) 
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Figure 3-20: Advance mode: tunnel YL advance 245.  Slurry feed and return flow rates and 
densities, changes in chamber slurry level, and calculation of excavated volume with Δt = 10s. 
All data presented vs. excavation time (left) and advance distance (right) 
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Figure 3-21: Advance mode: tunnel YL advance 245.  Excavated volume calculation with 
associated uncertainty, calculated with 10 second time intervals.  Uncertainties are from the 
accuracy of the instrumentation.  Blue lines are uncertainties associated with flow based 
measurements, and red lines are associated with mass based measurements. 
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Figure 3-22: Advance mode: tunnel A advance 139.  Excavated volume calculation with 
associated uncertainty, calculated with 10 second time intervals.  Uncertainties are from the 
accuracy of the instrumentation.  Blue lines are uncertainties associated with flow based 
measurements, and red lines are associated with mass based measurements. 
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Figure 3-23 shows Vexc and the calculated accuracy uncertainty (δVexc) for tunnel D, 

advance 88.  Tunnel D was found to have data-derived accuracy uncertainty in (Qr - Qf) = 

1.23% of Qr, and an accuracy uncertainty in (ρr, ρf) = -0.16%.  These high uncertainties yield 

significant cumulative uncertainties of 9m3 (δVQ
exc) and 5.8m3 (δVM

exc).  These values are much 

greater than the discrepancies between VQ
exc, VM

exc and Vtheor
exc for this advance (<1 m3). 

Figure 3-24 shows Vexc and the calculated uncertainty in accuracy (δVexc) for tunnel BC, 

advance 211.  This advance showed VQ
exc, and VM

exc both lower than Vtheor
exc.  δVQ

exc (data) was 

calculated to be 2.25 m3.  Tunnel BC was the only tunnel that showed a negatively biased 

inaccuracy in (Qr - Qf) implying underestimation of VQ
exc. This means the VQ

exc line would be 

shifted towards the Vtheor
exc line.  This is quite important, as it suggests that the data-derived 

accuracies are correct in at least direction (if not magnitude).  A summary of all accuracy 

uncertainty results for all advance rings will be presented later.  

Figure 3-25- Figure 3-27 show Vexc and the calculated precision uncertainties (σVexc) for 

three of the advances for which accuracy uncertainty was described above.  All of the data-

derived precision uncertainties were an order of magnitude higher than the mfr values.  The 

TBM calculated precision uncertainty values were relatively consistent across the tunnels, 

ranging between 0.64-0.84% of Vtheor
exc.  Due to the similarities, Figure 3-25- Figure 3-27show 

consistent precision related uncertainty behavior.  As noted previously, precision uncertainty is 

random behavior and is not biased in a single direction, so σVexc can be ± Vexc.  The precision 

uncertainties are not large enough to account for the differences seen between the VQexc, VM
exc 

and Vtheor
exc, suggesting that the differences between VQ

exc, V
M

exc and Vtheor
exc, are more likely to 

be the result of the accuracy uncertainty.  Volume loss from precision uncertainty can be 

calculated with the assumption that that the precision uncertainty was positive i.e. the TBM was 

over-excavating.  The volume loss estimated from the precision uncertainty ranges between 

0.64-0.84%.   

 It should be noted that the mass based uncertainty is generally lower than the flow 

based uncertainty.  This is counterintuitive, as adding the uncertainty from the density gauges to 

the uncertainty from the flow meters should result in higher uncertainty.  However, VM
exc is 

calculated essentially through a massed based flow rate.  The uncertainty in (Qrρr - Qrρr)Δt is 

greater than the uncertainty in (Qr - Qr)Δt, but the massed based calculated is technically an 

uncertainty in a mass.  In order to calculate ΔVM
exc , (Qrρr - Qrρr)Δt needs to be divided by an 

assumed density.  In this analysis, no uncertainty is considered in the assumed density, so the 

density reduces the uncertainty in ΔVM
exc.   
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Figure 3-23: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 88.  Excavated volume calculation with 
associated uncertainty, calculated with 10 second time intervals.  Uncertainties are from the 
accuracy of the instrumentation.  Blue lines are uncertainties associated with flow based 
measurements, and red lines are associated with mass based measurements. 
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Figure 3-24: Advance mode: tunnel BC advance 211.  Data was plotted with 10 second time 
intervals.  Uncertainties are from the accuracy of the instrumentation.  Blue lines are 
uncertainties associated with flow based measurements, and red lines are associated with mass 
based measurements. 
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Figure 3-25: Advance mode: tunnel YL advance 245.  Excavated volume calculation with 
associated uncertainty, calculated with 10 second time intervals.  Uncertainties are from the 
precision of the instrumentation.  Blue lines are uncertainties associated with flow based 
measurements, and red lines are associated with mass based measurements. 
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Figure 3-26: Advance mode: tunnel D advance 88.  Excavated volume calculation with 
associated uncertainty, calculated with 10 second time intervals.  Uncertainties are from the 
precision of the instrumentation.  Blue lines are uncertainties associated with flow based 
measurements, and red lines are associated with mass based measurements. 
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Figure 3-27: Advance mode: tunnel BC advance 211. Excavated volume calculation with 
associated uncertainty, calculated with 10 second time intervals.  Uncertainties are from the 
precision of the instrumentation.  Blue lines are uncertainties associated with flow based 
measurements, and red lines are associated with mass based measurements. 
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3.3.2 Entire Alignment 

It is commonly brought up in conversation that one of the main reasons why Vexc cannot 

accurately be estimated is because muck/soil remains in the working/excavation chamber after 

each advance and is not accounted for in the slurry circuit.  Though this does happen, it is not 

considered important in this analysis as the rope probe levels provide a constant measure of the 

volume of the slurry + muck in the working/excavation chamber.  Therefore, strings of 

sequential rings will not be examined, and this section will instead focus on the entire alignment. 

Figure 3-28 shows VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc calculated (without uncertainty) for each 

advance of tunnel YL.  VQ
exc and VM

exc were typically less than Vtheor
exc for most of the alignment.  

VM
exc appears to more closely agree with VQ

exc starting at the advance marked with the vertical 

black line.  The vertical black line is one of the dividing lines between intervals in the calculation 

of the inaccuracy of (ρr, ρf, %).  The difference between the density intervals was found to be 

negligible in Section 3.2.2 with a difference in accuracy uncertainty of 0.13%.  This explains why 

there is not a clear difference between VM
exc before and after the black line. 

Figure 3-29, Figure 3-31, Figure 3-33 and Figure 3-35 shows calculated Qr – Qf (%) at 10 

second intervals during bypass mode. Every 10 second interval is represented with a gray point, 

and the mean (black circle) and standard deviation (red circle ± mean) values were calculated 

for each advance ring, using the 10 second intervals of Qr – Qf (%).The analysis of Qr - Qf (%) in 

Section 4.2.1 indicated pseudo-Gaussian behavior which resulted in the assumption that a 

single value for µ and σ was sufficient to calculate the inaccuracy between Qr - Qf for a specific 

tunnel.  Similar figures for ρr - ρr (%) will not be included as the analysis of the density gauges in 

Section 3.2.2 was considered sufficient to identify periods of changes in ρr - ρr (%). 

Figure 3-29 shows mostly positive values of Qr – Qf (%), which indicates that VQ
exc for 

tunnel YL (Figure 3-28) should be greater than Vtheor
exc.  The cause of this discrepancy is 

unknown, but several possibilities, such as seepage loss into the formation, will be discussed 

later in this thesis. 

Figure 3-30 shows VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc calculated (without uncertainty) for each 

advance of Tunnel A.  VQ
exc and VM

exc were typically greater than Vtheor
exc for most of the 

alignment, but did show large deviations (up to 25 m3) along the length of the tunnel.  The 

vertical black lines show the dividing lines between the ring intervals selecting in the data-driven 

accuracy analysis of density data.  There is a clear change in VM
exc after advance 226, with VM

exc 

closely matching VQ
exc.  There is another clear change in VM

exc after advance 272, where VM
exc 
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deviates from Vtheor
exc by up to 20%.  This period is also marked by data-derived accuracy 

uncertainty of ρr - ρf = 2.63%.   

Figure 3-31 shows Qr – Qf (%), information for tunnel A.   There is a period of sparse 

data between advances 165-185.  This is interesting because this corresponds to a period of 

very high Vexc calculations.  The scarcity of data in this region is likely the result of the filtering 

process, which removed all bypass Qr - Qr (%) outside of ±5%.  This filter was designed to 

remove erratic data that was missed by the first filter.  Figure 3-31 shows (Qr - Qr)avg values 

around 1.3% for the majority of the alignment.  This should result in relatively uniform 

calculations of VQ
exc, if it is assumed that that inaccuracy between the sensors is the primary 

cause of deviation from the theoretical value of volume excavated.  The calculated (Qr - Qr)avg for 

is relatively uniform between advances 25-125, but VQ
exc between advances 25-75 is on 

average 25m3 than VQ
exc between advances 75-125.  This suggests that there are other factors 

(in addition to inaccuracy) that influence VQ
exc. 

Figure 3-32 shows VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc calculated (without uncertainty) for each 

advance of tunnel D. VQ
exc and VM

exc show similar behavior along the length of the tunnel, but do 

not have a constant offset from Vtheor
exc  and fluctuate at values both above and below Vtheor

exc.   

Figure 2-33 shows Qr – Qf (%) for tunnel D.  There is a period of sparse data between 

advances 220-225, which indicates that Qr – Qf (%) was greater than the 5% limit allowed by the 

filtering of the data.  The variance of data during this period is twice as high as it is for the rest of 

the alignment.  It is not known what happened during this time, but VQ
exc and VM

exc show close 

agreement with Vtheor
exc, indicating that this period of high Qr – Qf (%) did not have a noticeable 

influence on the excavated volume calculations.  The geology in this section, as shown in Figure 

1-8 was interpreted as glacial till which was what the majority of tunnel D was excavated in. 

Figure 2-34 shows VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc calculated (without uncertainty) for each 

advance of tunnel BC.  VQ
exc and VM

exc were typically less than Vtheor
exc for most of the alignment.  

There are also two clear jumps in VM
exc at the advances marked with the vertical black lines.  

These advances are the same that were used as dividing lines between intervals in the 

calculation of the inaccuracy of (ρr, ρf, %).  It is unknown why these periods of significantly 

different (ρr, ρf, %) exist and if the contractor had any role on the observed differences, but it is 

believe that the density gauges were only calibrated once.  These jumps show how significant of 

an affect the accuracy of density gauges can have on VM
exc. 
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Figure 3-28: Tunnel YL.  VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc by advance ring.  Vertical black lines indicates 
the time intervals identified in the density inaccuracy analysis.  No uncertainty is considered. 

 

Figure 3-29: Bypass mode: tunnel YL. Grey points include all data-derived Qr - Qf (% 
difference) at 10 seconds intervals during bypass mode.  (Qr - Qf)avg (black circle) are mean 
values calculated for each advance during bypass.  (Qr - Qf)avg ± (Qr - Qf)std (red points) 
represent the mean values ± the standard deviation calculated for each advance. 
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Figure 3-30: Tunnel A.  VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc by advance ring.  Vertical black lines indicate the 
time intervals identified in the density inaccuracy analysis.  No uncertainty is considered. 

 

Figure 3-31: Bypass mode: tunnel A.  Grey points are all data-derived Qr - Qf (% difference) at 
10 seconds intervals during bypass mode.  (Qr - Qf)avg (black circle) are mean values calculated 
for each advance during bypass.  (Qr - Qf)avg ± (Qr - Qf)std (red points) represent the mean 
values ± the standard deviation calculated for each advance. 
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Figure 3-32: Tunnel D.  VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc by advance ring.  No uncertainty is considered. 

 

Figure 3-33: Bypass mode: tunnel D.  Grey points are all data-derived Qr - Qf (% difference) at 
10 seconds intervals during bypass mode.  (Qr - Qf)avg (black circle) are mean values calculated 
for each advance during bypass.  (Qr - Qf)avg ± (Qr - Qf)std (red points) represent the mean 
values ± the standard deviation calculated for each advance. 
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Figure 3-34 Tunnel BC. VQ
exc, V

M
exc and Vtheor

exc by advance ring.  No uncertainty is considered. 

 

Figure 3-35: Bypass mode: tunnel BC. Grey points are all data-derived Qr - Qf (% difference) at 
10 seconds intervals during bypass mode.  (Qr - Qf)avg (black circle) are mean values calculated 
for each advance during bypass.  (Qr - Qf)avg ± (Qr - Qf)std (red points) represent the mean 
values ± the standard deviation calculated for each advance. 
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Figure 3-36 and Figure 3-37 show histograms of the percent difference of VQ
exc and VM

exc 

from Vtheor
exc.  These figures do not consider any calculated uncertainty in the measurements.  A 

TBM based bias can be seen in both figures, with TBM1 underestimating the excavated volume 

and TBM2 overestimating the flow based excavated volume.  Percent differences of excavated 

volume for a given tunnel can range anywhere from 0, indicating agreement with the theoretical 

volume excavated, to over 100% implying that the calculation of excavated volume was at least 

half off.  The VQ
exc distributions appear to be closely related to the data-derived flow rate 

accuracy uncertainty for tunnels A and D, but do not explain the magnitude of the negative 

distributions of tunnels YL (µ = -10.8%) and BC (µ = -20.6%).  The distributions appear to be 

closely related to the data-derived density accuracy uncertainty values, further supporting the 

relationship between data-derived uncertainty and excavated volume.   

Tunnel BC in Figure 3-37 shows a very high variance in VM
exc - V

theor
exc (%), with values 

ranging from >-100 to 70%.  There is evidence of the wide range of data-driven density 

uncertainty values in the figure.  6.6% of tunnel D was found to have ρr - ρf = 2.7%, which was 

enough to counteract the negative bias from the flow meters, and explains the data >0% for 

tunnel BC on Figure 3-37.  Additionally, 55.8% of Tunnel D was found to have ρr - ρf = 0.02%, 

which is similar in magnitude to the majority of tunnel YL, which explains the peak curve at VM
exc 

- Vtheor
exc = -20%.  Additionally, 40.5% of tunnel BC was found to have data-derived ρr - ρf = -

2.6%, which with the data-derived Qr - Qr = - 0.32% resulted in very low VM
exc.   The influence of 

this should be apparent in the propagation of the data-derived uncertainty.  The reduced 

uncertainty in VM
exc assumes that there is no uncertainty in the assumed formation soil density, 

which is not true.  The density of the formation soil removed will be discussed further in the 

discussion chapter of this thesis. 

Figure 3-38- Figure 3-45 show the calculated accuracy and precision uncertainty values 

for each tunnel. The data-derived uncertainty was calculated using values from Section 3.2. 

Positive values on the y-axis of the uncertainty plots (the top 2 plots in each figure) indicate a 

positive uncertainty and would be added to Vexc, while a negative values indicates a negative 

uncertainty and would be subtracted from Vexc to “correct” for the uncertainty.  Note that the 

data-driven accuracy uncertainty only applies in one direction, as the calculated value is the 

uncertainty between the flow and return readings and therefor has a bias in a specific direction.  

The precision and accuracy uncertainties for tunnel YL are shown in Figure 3-38 and Figure 

3-39, respectively. 
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Figure 3-36: Percent difference (VQ
exc - V

theor
exc, %) frequency histogram.  µ and σ were 

calculated using the maximum calculated VQ
exc from each advance. 

µ = 11.3% 

σ = 18.3% 

µ = -10.8% 

σ = 19% 

µ = 9.4% 

σ = 13.4% 

µ = -20.6% 

σ = 30.8% 
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Figure 3-37: Percent difference (VM
exc - V

theor
exc, %) frequency histogram.  µ and σ were 

calculated using the maximum calculated VM
exc from each advance. 

µ = -20.2% 

σ = 18.7% 

µ = 14.2% 

σ = 19% 

µ = 2.1% 

σ = 12.8% 

µ = -37.1% 

σ = 47.3% 
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Figure 3-38: Tunnel YL precision Uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Tunnel YL is unique among the tunnels as it is the only tunnel that has data-derived 

accuracy uncertainty values lower than those reported by the mfr.  This could help explain why 

the Vexc values are relatively consistent across the tunnel.  Niether the precision based or 

accuracy based uncertainty values are large enough to explain the deviations between the 

mass and flow based excated volume calculaions and the theoretical excavated volume.  
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Figure 3-39: Tunnel YL accuracy uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Figure 3-40 shows the calculated precision uncertainty for tunnel A.  The data-derived 

uncertainty was signifcantly higher than the mfr precision uncertainty for both mass and flow 

based measurements.  The erratic behavior in excavated volume observed between advances 

160-200 was accompanied by similar behavior in precision uncertainty in both flow and mass, 

but the uncertainty was not large enough to account for the deviations in excavated volume.   
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Figure 3-40: Tunnel A precision uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Figure 3-41 shows the calculated accuracy uncertainty for tunnel A.  The data-derived 

uncertainty was always greater than the mfr uncertainty.  The mass and flow based accuracy 

uncertainty was generally enough to account for the deviations in excavated volume.  The high 

uncertainty was relatively consistent along the length of tunnel A, even when there was close 

agreement between the calculated and theoretical excavated volumes, which is further evidence 

that additional factors are influencing the calculation of excavated volume. 
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Figure 3-41: Tunnel A accuracy uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Figure 3-42 shows the calculated precision uncertainty for tunnel D.  The data-derived 

uncertainty was signifcantly higher than the mfr precicsion uncertainty for both mass and flow 

based measurements.  The spike in excavated volume between advances 165-185 was 

accompanied by a spike in precision uncertainty in both flow and mass, but the uncertainty is 

not large enough to account for the deviations in excavated volume.   
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Figure 3-42: Tunnel D precision uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Figure 3-43 shows the calculated accuracy uncertainty for tunnel D.  The data-derived 

uncertainty was always greater than the mfr uncertainty.  The mass and flow based accuracy 

uncertainty was generally large enough to account for the deviations in excavated volume.  The 

high uncertainty was relatively consistent along the length of tunnel D, even when there was 

close agreement between the calculated and theoretical excavated volumes, as seen between 

advances 225-350.   
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Figure 3-43: Tunnel D accuracy uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Figure 3-44 shows the calculated precision uncertainty for tunnel BC.  The data-derived 

uncertainty was signifcantly higher than the mfr precision uncertainty for both mass and flow 

based measurements.  The erratic behavior in excavated volume observed after advance 360 

was accompanied by similar behavior in precision uncertainty in both flow and mass, but the 

uncertainty was not large enough to account for the deviations in excavated volume.   
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Figure 3-44: Tunnel BC precision uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Figure 3-45 shows the calculated accuracy uncertainty for tunnel BC.  The magnitude of 

data-derived uncertainty was always greater than the mfr uncertainty.  The mass and flow 

based accuracy uncertainty was generally large enough to account for the deviations in 

excavated volume. Tunnel BC was particularly interesting, as the change in mass based 

accuracy uncertainty is clearly visible at advance 175, which coincided with a jump in the mass 

based excavated, which brought the mass and flow based calculations closer.   
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Overall, the accuracy uncertainty produced significantly higher uncertainty values than 

the precision uncertainty.  The data presented in Figure 3-38 - Figure 3-45 suggests that 

defining a single data-driven accuracy values for the uncertainty in the flow meters was 

incorrect, as the calculated uncertainty did not match the behavior of the calculated VQ
exc. 

 

Figure 3-45: Tunnel BC accuracy uncertainty values calculated using the mfr (red) and data-
derived (blue) uncertainty quantities.   

Overall, the accuracy uncertainty was significantly higher than the precision uncertainty 

for tunnels A, D, and BC, with the data-derived values much greater than those from the mfr.  

This leads to the conclusion that accurately calibrating the sensors is extremely important.   
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3.4 Slurry Loss Estimation 

The purpose of this section is to explore the potential for slurry loss into the formation 

around the TBM.  A simple geological model was created to calculate a rough approximation of 

a volume of slurry loss. Slurry can seep into the formation during advance (excavation) and 

bypass modes if the slurry pressure is greater than the pore water pressure and the soil 

formation is sufficiently permeable.   

3.4.1 Overview and Equations: 

The maximum penetration of slurry into the soil, emax, was calculated using equation 

(3.17) (Broere & van Tol, 2000). 

𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
∆𝑝∙𝐷10

𝛼∙𝜏𝐹
           (3.17) 

where: 

 𝑑10  = the characteristic grain size diameter at which 10% by mass passes  

𝜏𝐹  = the shear strength of the slurry 

∆𝑝 = the pressure difference between the chamber slurry and groundwater 

𝛼 = an empirical constant reflecting the relationship between the grain size and the effective 

radius of a flow channel, with typical values between 2 and 4. 

In addition to the factors considered in equation (3.17), the type of bentonite used, the 

grading distribution and the compaction of the soil all influence the penetration depth, and the 

penetration depth should be experimentally determined for each individual project to accurately 

predict slurry penetration distance (Maidl, 2012).   

This analysis will assume that all slurry that penetrates into the excavation face (i.e., 

directly in front of the TBM) is recovered through excavation, and the volume of slurry 

penetrated into the face at the end of an advance is equal to the volume of slurry recovered 

from the previous advance. That is, slurry lost to the face at the end of an advance is 

considered equal to the amount of slurry that was recovered at the start of the advance. 

Therefore, the analysis will only consider slurry lost to the formation radially, as shown in Figure 

3-46. 

It is also assumed that slurry was in contact with the formation soil for a length of time 

sufficient to penetrate the maximum distance (emax).   This assumes that the slurry is in contact 
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with the formation soil along the entire length of the tail shield.  The total time the slurry is in 

contact with formation soil is from the time of excavation to the time when grout is injected (~5-7 

hours). 

 

Figure 3-46: Radial slurry penetration for an advance of length Ladv 

The volume of slurry lost or infiltrated into the formation (Vinf) can be calculated by 

considering the porosity (n) of the formation soil.  The porosity was not determined during the 

geotechnical investigation, and a typical value for glacial til, n = 0.2 (Terzaghi, Peck, & Mesri, 

1996), is assumed.  Vinf is calculated using equation (4.18). 

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑓 = 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓 ∙ 𝐿𝑎𝑑𝑣 ∙ 𝑛          (4.18) 

where 

𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓 = (𝜋
(𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑐+𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥)

2

4
) − (𝜋

(𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑐)
2

4
)  

3.4.2 Permeability Model 

D10 values (required for equation 3.17) were estimated along the length of each tunnel 

using a simple geologic model.  The model was created using grain size distributions (GSDs) 

found during the preliminary geotechnical investigation.  The following information was taken 

from the geotechnical data report: 

 Locations of 155 boreholes over an area of 0.42 km2 

 397 grain size distributions (GSD), at depths ranging between 2-47m. 
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Every D10 value had an associated (x, y, z), with x and y the location of the borehole and z the 

depth at which the sample was taken.  The locations of the boreholes used in this model are 

shown in Figure 3-47. 

 

Figure 3-47: Borehole locations superimposed over tunnel geometry 

Previous analyses of the geology under the Sunnyside Rail yard found that the majority 

of each tunnel was excavated in a laterally continuous deposits of glacial til and mixed glacial 

deposits. 

The D10 value for each advance ( 𝐷10
𝑎𝑑𝑣) was calculated using the following methodology: 

1. A subset of the total population of GSDs was created by selecting all GSD values that 

were located within ± 10m in elevation from the center of the cutterhead (CC). 

2. The distance between each GSD of the subset and the CC was calculated (in 3d space). 

3. The 5 closest GSDs points to the CC were selected and used to calculate 𝐷10
𝑎𝑑𝑣 through 

an inverse distance weighting method (equation 4.19). 

a. 5 points was found to be the maximum number of influential points, as the 

significant spacing between boreholes reduced the weighting of any additional 

points negligible for most advances.  
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𝐷10
𝑎𝑑𝑣 = 

∑
𝐷10𝑖
𝑑𝑖

5
𝑖=1

∑
1

 𝑑𝑖

5
𝑖=1

          (4.19) 

where di is the distance between point 𝐷10𝑖 and the CC.   

3.4.3 Slurry Loss Results 

Figure 3-48 - Figure 3-51 show the results from the Vinf calculations for each tunnel.  

Each figure shows the average values of Δt, 𝐷10
𝑎𝑑𝑣 and the average distance for each advance.  

The bottom plot of each figure shows the total estimated amount of slurry infiltrated (lost) into 

the formation (Vinf). 

The figures suggest that D10 values have a significant effect on Vinf.  A consequence of 

the inverse distance weighting method is that the average distance between the GSD points 

and the CC significantly influences the 𝐷10
𝑎𝑑𝑣.  As the average distance increases,  𝐷10

𝑎𝑑𝑣 

decreases.  This relationship was understood and was considered one of the benefits of using 

the inverse distance weighting method.  The distance weighting essentially serves as a 

measure of confidence in the calculated  𝐷10
𝑎𝑑𝑣 value, with the GSD points closest to the CC 

having highest influence and confidence.  The magnitudes of Vinf were not sufficient to account 

for (Vexc -V
theor

exc) values calculated in Section 4.3; however, these estimates are not negligible, 

as they indicate periods where higher slurry infiltration is likely. 
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Figure 3-48: Tunnel YL estimation of Vinf based on geotechnical data from boreholes 
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Figure 3-49: Tunnel A estimation of Vinf based on geotechnical data from boreholes 
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Figure 3-50: Tunnel BC estimation of Vinf based on geotechnical data from boreholes 
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Figure 3-51: Tunnel D estimation of Vinf based on geotechnical data from boreholes 
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Chapter 4  

Grout Volume Excavated Volume 

4.1 Grout Volume 

The grouting process and equations used in the calculation of grout volume (𝑉𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡) was 

discussed in Section 3.3.  The purpose of this section will be to use the volume of grout injected 

to estimate the volume of excavated material (𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐).  General slurry shield TBM theory 

assumes that the excavation around the slurry shield is support by pressured bentonite slurry 

(see Figure 2-1) from the time of excavation to the time when grout is injected.  Using general 

slurry shield theory it can be assumed that any overbreaks that occur during excavation (i.e. a 

portion of soil from the side or crown of the excavation) are instantly filled and supported by 

slurry.  The overbreaks are supported by slurry pressure until pressurized grout is injected into 

the tail void (which includes overbreaks) and replaces the slurry.  In reality, grout has been 

shown to flow around the TBM tail shield and interacts with the slurry.  Grout and slurry 

pressure reach an equilibrium at some point on the tailshield (Bezuijen, 2007).   

𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 is calculated using equation (4.19) and the following assumptions and 

simplifications are considered to calculate 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐:  

 Grout does not flow around the TBM tailshield and is contained by a set of steel 

fins at the rear of the tailshield (see Section 3.3 for description). 

 Overbreaks are supported by pressurized slurry until grout can be installed. 

 Grout completely fills the annular gap (including overbreaks) 

 No change in Aexc (squeezing or expansion) occurs between excavation and 

grouting. 

𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 = 𝑉
𝐺
𝑡𝑜𝑡 + Aexc ∗ Ladv         (4.19) 

where:   

 Aring is the area of the ring (liner) as measured from the outside diameter and is equal to 

33.73 m3 and Ladv is the length of the advance.   

 It is important to note that the grouted volume during an advance is injected 

approximately 7 advance rings (the length of the tailshield) behind the cutterhead, i.e., when the 

TBM is excavating advance ring 150, grout is being injected at the previously excavated 

advance ring 143.  The distance between these two advances will be referred to as the offset.    
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The offset was considered when calculating 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 and was corrected for prior to plotting.  

All 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 values shown in section have been offset to allow for the direct comparison of 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 

and Vexc.  

Figure 4-1- Figure 4-4 show calculated 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 values for each tunnel.  In general, 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 

closely matches 𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑐.  The times when the most deviation between the two volumes exists 

is when a short advance ring is excavated.  Short excavations are usually completed out of 

necessity, when someone or something needs the TBM to stop excavating, so the operator only 

excavates the minimum amount necessary to install a ring.  This affects the calculated volume, 

as 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 is directly dependent on Ladv.  The influence this has can be seen on Figure 4-1 

between advance rings 275-280 (green circle).  The offset between these values due to the 

offset and how each value is calculated.  𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 is calculated with Ladv of the advance ring 7 

steps ahead.  This means that when a shorter advance length is completed, 𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 is 

underestimated.  This behavior can be seen throughout each tunnel, but is most evident in 

tunnel YL, and is largely due to how the operator runs the TBM.  𝑉𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑐 shows poor agreement 

with the slurry calculated excavated volumes, and is more consistent along a tunnel’s alignment. 

 

Figure 4-1: Tunnel YL VG
exc and Vtheor

exc .  Green circle indicates the 7 advance offset between 
VG

exc and Vtheor
exc. 
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Figure 4-2: Tunnel A VG
exc and Vtheor

exc 

 

Figure 4-3: Tunnel D VG
exc and Vtheor

exc 
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Figure 4-4: Tunnel BC VG
exc and Vtheor

exc 

Deviation between the grout and theoretical excavated volumes could be the result of 

several factors.  Geology could influence the amount of grout injected.  If a soil sufficiently 

permeable, it would be possible that grout could seep into the formation.  This, however, is 

consider unlikely, as the two part grout which would likely stiffen before a sufficient quantity 

could seep into the formation.  Additionally, the grout operator could influence the amount of 

grout injected.  The grouting process is discussed in Section 2.3.  If the grouter is exceeding the 

earth pressure, it could theoretically result in the expansion of the surrounding soil.  This is also 

considered unlikely, as the grouting pressures were designed so as to avoid the 

heaving/expansion of the formation soil.  
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Chapter 5  

Discussion 

The excavated volume was found to be highly variable along the alignments of each 

tunnel even though the calculated uncertainty values were relatively constant.  This indicates 

that there are additional factors influencing the calculation of excavated volume.  The most 

important of these factors is geology, which was not directly considered in this thesis, though it 

has direct influence on the slurry/soil interaction and the way that the filter cake is formed. 

Two models of filter cake formation are typically considered for slurry shield TBMs.  The 

first model, the membrane model, assumes that the slurry forms a thin membrane on the 

surface of the excavation face, and the face pressure is applied to this membrane.  During 

excavation, this membrane and the soil around it (including pore water) is removed and the filter 

cake is instantaneously reformed.  This was the filter cake model assumed in this report.  The 

second model, the penetration model, assumes that slurry penetrates into the formation at a 

rate that is a function of the D10 value of the soil and Δp, as discussed in Section 3.4.  If the 

penetration model is considered, the theoretical volume excavated would have been 

overestimated. 

The theoretical excavated volume was calculated by multiplying the area of excavation 

by the length of advance.  This method of calculating the theoretical excavated volume assumes 

that 100% of the material displaced by the TBM (soil + ground water) was excavated by the 

TBM (similar to the membrane model) and was therefore transported through the slurry circuit.  

Calculating the excavated volume in this manner assumes that no slurry is flowing into the 

formation and ground water remains in the pore space of the soil formation. 

The TBMs on this project had target face pressures that exceeded the total lateral earth 

pressure, which could result in slurry penetrating into the formation if the soil formation was 

sufficiently permeable.  This could have several consequences that were not accounted for in 

this thesis.  Note that the following is considering the slurry that is penetrating directly in front of 

the TBM, and is not considering the slurry penetrated radially. 

The first consequence is that the theoretical excavated volume would be less than the 

theoretical volume calculated in Chapter 3.  Face pressures greater than the pore water 

pressures combined with sufficiently permeable soils would cause slurry to penetrate the soil 

formation directly in front of theTBM and would displace the ground water i.e. the material that 
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the TBM is excavating is the soil + slurry and the theoretical excavated volume for each 

advance can be calculated using equation 5.1, which was modified from equation (3.5) to 

include the porosity n of the soil formation.  The theoretical excavated volume is the volume of 

the soil formation (soil + groundwater) that was excavated during the TBM advance.  Equation 

5.1 assumes that no groundwater is excavated as it was displaced by slurry prior to excavation.  

The slurry in the pore space in front of the TBM was accounted for with the instrumentation of 

the feed line and would result of a net change in excavated volume of zero when excavated. 

∆𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟 = ∆𝑥 𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟(1 − 𝑛)  

𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑐 = ∑∆𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟         (5.1) 

Theoretical excavated volume calculated with equation 5.1 would result in 

𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑐values n% less than the theoretical excavated volume calculated with equation (3.5).  

In other words, the volume of soil formation excavated was less than the volume of soil 

formation (soil + ground water) displaced, as was calculated with equation (3.5). Using the 

assumed value of n (15%) from Section 3.4.2, this would result in 𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑐 to be approximately 

8.5 m3 less than was considered in this thesis.  This would account for the -10% mean VQ
exc 

calculation for tunnel YL that could not be explained by uncertainty.  It is important to note that 

the assumptions used in equation (3.5) were not incorrect, but rather the high end of a range of 

possible theoretical excavated volume values (assuming now volume loss and no ground water 

inflow). 

The second consequence of slurry replacing pore water is that the estimation of 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 

would be incorrect.  Note that 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 was defined as the density of the soil formation removed, and 

was assumed to be a saturated density.  With slurry penetration 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 would be closer to the dry 

density, as the pore water was displaced.  This would result in lower VM
exc values than were 

calculated.  To clarify, 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 is not equal to soil + pore slurry, as the pore slurry was previously 

accounted for in the slurry circuit feed line. 

A rough approximation of the geology along the alignment of each tunnel was shown in 

Figure 1-5 – Figure 1-9.  Advances 25-125 in tunnel A show two periods of distinct, relatively 

uniform excavated volume calculations, with VQ
exc = VM

exc approximately equal to 75 m3 during 

advances 25-75, and VQ
exc approximately equal to 50 m3 and VM

exc approximately equal to 55 m3 

during advances 75-125 m3.  Advances 25-125 is a particularly interesting period for analysis for 

two reasons, the first is that there is a 25 m3 difference between advances 25-75 and 75-125, 

with the second being a close agreement between VM
exc and VQ

exc during advances 25-75 and a 
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5 m3 difference between VM
exc and VQ

exc during advances 75-125.  The difference in VM
exc 

indicates that something changes in measured density between these two periods and that 

change is significantly influencing VM
exc.  Looking at Figure 1-9, advances 25-75 are excavated 

predominately in mixed glacial deposits, while advances 75-125 are excavated predominately in 

glacial tills.  The unit descriptions provided in Table 1-1 describe the mixed glacial deposits  as 

loose to very dense, coarse to fine micaceous sands with silts and clays, and the glacial till is 

described as a heterogeneous mixture of medium dense to very dense sands with silts/clays 

and gravels. The permeability reported in the geotechnical interpretative report for these units 

are the identical. 

The data-derived accuracy uncertainty, shown in Figure 3-41, accounted for the 

difference between VM
exc and VQ

exc to the theoretical volume for advances 25-75, but was much 

larger than the differences between advances 75-125.  The data-derived accuracy uncertainty 

was calculated and is true for the entire length of tunnel A, which indicates that the seemingly 

accurate VM
exc and VQ

exc between advances 75-125 are incorrect, and should be higher.  

Additionally, this suggests that there was significant slurry loss during advance 75-125, which 

would change the theoretical volume, as well as 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑐 for this period, as previously described.  

The slurry model reported slurry loss for advances 75-125 to be twice as much than that lost 

during advances 25-75.  Though the magnitudes of slurry lost to the formation are not sufficient 

to account for the difference, the relative difference means that the glacial till was twice as 

susceptible to slurry loss as the mixed glacial deposits. 

Similar behavior is shown in tunnels D and BC, with results suggesting that the glacial till 

unit is more permeable and more prone to slurry loss than the mixed glacial deposits. 

The analysis of these tunnels suggests that excavated volume is largely influenced by 

the geology the tunnels are excavated in, and geology needs to be directly incorporated into the 

excavated volume.  With geology and data-derived uncertainty, the variable trends in excavated 

volume can be explained. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research 

The following chapter will list the conclusions and recommendations that resulted from 

the work performed in this thesis. 

6.1 Conclusions 

 The estimation of volume excavated for slurry shield TBMs using slurry flow and density 

measurements cannot be properly interpreted without considering uncertainties in the 

measurement systems. 

 Based on ground deformations observed, volume loss for the Queens Bored tunnels 

was estimated to range between 0.2 – 0.5% (of the excavated volume), which should 

have resulted in calculated excavated volumes consistently 0.2-0.5% higher than the 

theoretical volume excavated. 

 Actually excavated volume calculations showed highly variable values along the tunnel 

alignment that could only partially be explain by considering uncertainty. 

 The calibration of the slurry circuit instrumentation (flow and density) was found to be the 

greatest contributor of inaccuracy in the calculation of volume excavated. 

o Data-derived accuracy uncertainty in the flow based excavated volume 

calculation was up to 21 times greater than the accuracy uncertainty reported by 

the manufacturer for Tunnel D. 

o Data-derived uncertainty in density gauge measurements would change at 

distinct points in time during tunnel alignment, suggesting that frequent 

calculation of data-derived uncertainty is required. 

 The calibration of the slurry circuit was not the only contributor to inaccuracy in the 

calculation of excavated volume. 

o Tunnel A had similar data-derived inaccuracy between advances 25-125, but 

VQ
exc during this period varied by up to 25 m3.  The variation was seen in two 

continuous groups with VQ
exc = 75m3 for advances 25-75, and VQ

exc = 50m3 for 

advances 75-125. 

 The following time/advance dependent data-derived accuracy uncertainty in density 

values were found in 3 out of the 4 tunnels. 

o Tunnel BC had differences in accuracy uncertainty in (ρr-ρf) ranging from -2.6% 

to 2.6% during the entire excavation. 
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o Tunnel YL had 4 periods of varying (ρr-ρf) values ranging from -1.97% to 0.18% 

o Tunnel A had 3 periods of varying (ρr-ρf) values ranging from 0.29% to 2.63% 

 Selecting only one set of data-driven uncertainty values for the flow meters for each 

tunnel appeared to misrepresent the data. 

 Analysis of bypass mode is crucial in determining and verifying the accuracy of the slurry 

circuit instrumentation, and the data should be analyzed in the smallest time increments 

allowed by the data. 

 The negative values of (Vexc – Vtheor
exc) are still poorly understood.  The slurry loss into the 

formation was not sufficient to explain the magnitudes of these differences, which 

suggests that either the slurry loss calculation was not correct, or there is an unknown 

phenomena causing the slurry to be unaccounted for. 

 Grout based Vexc determination appears to closely match Vtheor
exc, but is very limited in its 

application to active slurry shield excavations.  The two most significant uncertainties 

and limitations are: 

o The calculation lags 7 advance rings behind the current excavation, meaning that 

if over excavation was happening, it would go unnoticed for 7 advances. 

o Several simplifying assumptions were made that cannot typically be verified in 

most TBM mining operations. 

6.2 Recommendations for Practice and for Future Research and 

Development 

 A “real time”/active data-derived calibration of the instrumentation should be developed 

to estimate the uncertainty in excavated volume for each ring. 

o This could be completed on this data set or on a current project. 

 Investigate the influence that soil type has on the accuracy and variability of the 

electromagnetic flow meters through laboratory testing. 

o The behavior of these flow meters in slurry shield TBMs is still poorly understood. 

o It is possible that certain soil properties, such as grain size distributions, clay 

content and conductivity could influence the readings. 

 Slurry plant data could be incorporated to provide a second set of flow and density 

values for the return slurry, which could help quantify the uncertainty in the 

instrumentation. 
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